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ABSTRACT

In an effort to design near-infrared (NIR), water soluble glucose sensors, several pH sensitive NIR cyanine derivates were designed and synthesized to provide insight into the viability of the cyanine platform as the fluorophore core for performing minimally invasive long term glucose monitoring in vivo. Many previous efforts to build effective fluorescent sensors for glucose have provided guidance towards the architecture of binding groups and fluorescent response required to achieve this goal, but have not provided appropriate solubility, or excitation and emission characteristics for in vivo sensing. In an effort to address the aqueous solubility of the highly rigid cyanine platform, a tetra sulfonated core was chosen for this work. Though fully water soluble, pH sensitive derivates still showed some aggregation characteristics. Simple sugar-binding boronic acid derivatives showed appropriate fluorescent responses, but poor binding. Efforts to improve binding through synthesis of bis-boronic acid compounds proved elusive.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fluorescence

Organic compounds with conjugated \( \pi \) systems can absorb photons, which puts them into an excited state. As this state is not stable, the compound must then de-excite. There are many paths of de-excitation; one such is the emission of a photon of energy equivalent to the transition between the excited state of the compound and the ground state. Compounds that undergo this process are called fluorophores. First observed in 1845 by Sir John Frederick William Herschel with quinine dissolved in tonic water, the study of fluorescence, and the design and study of compounds that use fluorescence as a tool is currently a field of great depth and breadth [1, 2].

The central qualities of a fluorophore are its absorption, and its fluorescent emission. The photon absorption of a compound is governed by the structure and arrangement of the compounds \( \pi \) system. Photon absorption can by broken down into an
absorption spectrum that maps photon absorption across wavelength, and molar absorptivity. Compounds with large π systems absorb photons of different wavelengths with varying degrees of efficiency; the degrees of these differences can be highly dependent upon pi system in question. Molar absorptivity is an intrinsic property of any chemical species that absorbs light, regardless of whether that species returns to its electronic ground state through fluorescence or another process, it is the measure of how well a compound attenuates light at a specific wavelength, see Figure 1.1 [1].

Figure 1.1: Jablonksi Diagram: A - Absorption of a Photon, B - Non-Radiative Decay, C - Internal Conversion, D - Fluorescence, E - Intersystem Crossing, F - Phosphorescence, S₀ - Electronic Ground State, S₁ and S₂ - Singlet Excited States, T₁ - Triplet Excited State

Fluorescent emission, similarly governed by structure can be again broken down into a spectrum, mapping the wavelengths of emission, and into quantum yield. Directly tied to the molar absorptivity, the quantum yield of a fluorophore is a direct relation of how many photons end up being emitted for every photon absorbed. Some fluorophores present exceptionally high quantum yields, while others present very low ones.

Fluorescent emission is one of the possible ways that compounds can de-excite,
Figure 1.2: Visible Spectrum and Selected Fluorophores: A - POPOP, B - Quinine, C - Fluorescein, D - Acridine Orange, E - Rhodamine B, F - Pyridine 1

compounds with large quantum yields de-excite largely through the emission of a photon, while compounds with poor quantum yields de-excite largely through non-radiative decay pathways. Another possibility is that the energy of the absorbed photon can undergo intersystem crossing to fill a triplet state, which it then photode-excites from at on a significantly slower time scale. This phenomenon is phosphorescence, and is responsible for such things as glow-in-the-dark materials.

There are many commercially available fluorophores, and even more which are accessible to chemists with the appropriate means and capability in the lab. Two of the defining characteristics of fluorophores are their absorbance, and emission properties. How well they absorb and emit photons is important, but also where they effectively absorb and emit photons is of importance. Chemical structures of fluorophores play
significant roles in this, and because of this, there is tremendous variety in fluorophore type, and structure, Figure 1.2.

1.1.1 Fluorescence as a Tool for Visualization

Because fluorescence emission is environmentally and structurally sensitive it allows for the use of fluorescence as a tool for monitoring intramolecular phenomenon. Fluorescent sensors and probes can monitor a variety of changes in systems, including but not limited to: changes in oxidation states, increases or decreases in concentration of analytes in solution, changes in local pH, and monitoring protein-protein interactions [3, 4, 5]. This works through the fluorescence output being monitored as a signal output. This signal output can be quantified and allows for visualization and quantification of phenomena in cuvette, Figure 1.3.

![Generic Fluorescence Response](image)

Figure 1.3: Stacked fluorescence emission spectra allow for visualization and quantification of emission intensities.

Cuvette experiments provide valuable information, but the goal of most fluorescent sensors are *in vivo* detection experiments. If the fluorescent sensor whose response
is described in Figure 1.3 were designed to respond to Zinc, which is an essential neurotransmitter in healthy brain tissue, it would need to be tested in a cell model. That test would provide information somewhat like that shown in, Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4: A fluorescent sensor designed to respond to zinc would ideally produce emission signals that allow for differentiation between Zn\(^{2+}\) containing cells, and those without.

Work by Komatsu et al. describes a fluorescent sensor used to quantify zinc, first in solution in cuvette, and then in model cells, and then in vivo in rat hippocampus cells [6]. Figures 1.3, 1.4 provide simple illustrations of how this data can be presented. Figure 1.3 illustrates the results of cuvette experiments are performed on a fluorometer, while Figure 1.4 provides a cartoon illustration of a fluorescence microscopy experiment.

Achilefu’s group achieves specific visualization of different types of tumors using a cyanine based fluorophore which is pH sensitive, and injected into the mouse model, Figure 1.5. Over time the compound accumulates in various tissues, however because it is pH sensitive it gives distinct fluorescence responses to accumulation in tumors vs accumulation in healthy tissue. Further work by Achilefu’s group shows that effective processing and quantification of the images captured from these in vivo experiments is itself not a trivial task. All types of tissue absorb light and that absorption can affect signal output from compounds used in vivo. Subjecting a well characterized
NIR probe, accumulated in tumors, to a series of control experiments and analysis allowed for more accurate determination of signal origin location [7]. This is necessary as tissue is a scattering environment. NIR Fluorophores with functional groups that accurately localize the compound to tumors, or to specific organs can be used for visualization. This could serve solely to locate tumors in control experiments, for tumor cell quantification as a precursor to surgery, or as a visualization aid in determining the efficacy of drug delivery system, or targeting ”warhead” groups designed to localization attached groups to tumors.

![Fluorescently labeled Tumor](image)

Figure 1.5: A successful fluorescent label for a tumor will show high intensity fluorescence when localized in the tumor, and little background fluorescence from the rest of the animal model.

Fluorescent probes are often also used for tumor visualization to either aid in diagnosis of tumors, or surgical removal. The difference in parameters for experiments *in vivo* from *in vitro* are significant. Work in cell cultures, though not trivial is simpler than designing a fluorescent sensors for *in vivo* work, one constant concern is that tissue is a scattering medium for light. This both limits the emission and excitation wavelengths that can be effective *in vivo*, and complicates signal detection. Figure
1.6 graphically depicts the signal convolution caused by tissue scattering on signal output.

![Diagram of light scattering in tissue and its effect on signal output.](../image1.png)

Figure 1.6: Depiction of light scattering in tissue and its effect on signal output.

1.1.2 Sensing of Supramolecular Interactions

There are a variety of ways through which fluorescence can be utilized as a sensing mechanism. Fluorophores are generally constructed around an internal push-pull system, where a conjugated system contains either formally charged groups, or polarized functional groups which form a 'Donor - π - Acceptor' construct. Chemical events that effect the electronics of this construct cause a change in the fluorescent emission of the fluorophore. These events manifests as either a change in quantum yield, or a change in emission wavelength. These changes in emission intensity or shifts in emission max can then be quantified to provide information about the event that caused a change in the electronics of the conjugated system. In work by the Glass group this can be seen when a coumarin aldehyde, with an attached electron donor group - usually an amine - reacts with a primary amine to form a stable iminium
compound see Figure 1.7 [8]. The iminium compound presents a different absorbance profile from the aldehyde, and the extent of the binding reaction can be measured by exciting the new absorbance max, and following the change in fluorescence.

![Figure 1.7: Formation of the iminium ion via condensation of a primary amine with a coumarin aldehyde. In this case the primary amino is provided by an amino acid.](image)

The example of coumarin aldehydes binding to primary amines is an illustration of direct chemical modification of the D - $\pi$ - A system of the fluorophore. Because the signal outputs from the bound and unbound state can be clearly differentiated, it is an effective motif for amine binding and quantification. There are also other mechanisms of fluorescence changes that can be utilized. In work by Nagano’s group, a Si-Rhodamine based sensor was utilized for NIR calcium sensing see Figure 1.8, [9].

This calcium sensor works through a photo-induced electron transfer (PET) mechanism, this means that in one state, which in this example is the state without calcium bound, a secondary conjugated system has HOMO and LUMO energy levels that align in such a way to inhibit radiative decay as a de-excitation pathway from the excited state. Figure 1.9 gives a graphical depiction of PET mechanisms, the work by Nagano’s group is an example of A-PET.

Nagano’s calcium sensor works through use of a BAPTA motif which is well characterized for calcium binding [10]. Calcium sensing itself has relevance due to the role of calcium in neuronal function [11].
Figure 1.8: A NIR Si-Rhodamine with pendant BAPTA group, expresses little fluorescence on its own, but in the presence of calcium, PET Quenching is relieved and fluorescence is turned "on".

Another mechanism through which fluorescence emission can be modulated is Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). FRET is the process by which upon de-excitation, instead of emitting a photon, the excited system transfers that energy to a second fluorophore, which then emits. The two involved fluorophores are referred to as a FRET pair. FRET has several contributing components, the two fluorophores must be localized together at a distance which allows this energy transfer to occur. Many FRET pair interactions are used to visualize binding interactions that modify large constructs. Binding events change cause the construct to chemically change, or structurally rearrange to change the distance between the two fluorophores, causing the FRET efficiency to change in a quantifiable way. More importantly for a FRET pair, there must be an overlap between the emission of the FRET donor, and the absorption of the FRET acceptor, see Figure 1.10 [12]. The amount of this overlap, combined with the discrete distance between the two fluorophores determines FRET efficiency. Changing either the distance involved, or the absorption or emission of either pair can allow for a change in the emission output which can be quantified.
Figure 1.9: A - Acceptor PET, where radiative decay from the excited state is blocked by electron transfer from a nearby HOMO, B - Donor PET, where radiative decay is a less favorable pathway of de-excitation because of a nearby LUMO that acts as an electron acceptor.

A cleverly conceived example of FRET can be illustrated in work by Chris Chang’s group, where a Coumarin-Fluorescein FRET system was used to construct a Hydrogen Peroxide ($\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$) probe, Figure 1.11. Chang’s group constructed a coumarin-protected-fluorescein construct, with the fluorescein locked into the non-emissive spirolactone form via pinacol-borane protecting groups. Excitation of the coumarin with fluorescein still protected yields fluorescence from the coumarin. However, upon exposure to $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, the boronic acid groups are cleaved allowing the spirolactone to open, and the fluorescein to convert to a fluorescent form.

Methods of modulating fluorescence are diverse. As fluorescent sensors are environment sensitive, they are sensitive to changes in solvent polarity, and osmotic pressure along with their designed mode of analyte recognition. One of the many key requirements for fluorescent sensors, despite the mode of sensing, is that emission changes are quantifiable. This provides us with the two core pieces of a successful fluorescent sensor. It must have a change in emission signal due to a specific chemical event, and that signal must be measurable.
1.1.3 Binding

Fluorescent sensors, or any other type of sensor, must associate in some manner with a target analyte. Often, these interactions are supramolecular. Supramolecular interactions can be subcategorized into several types: ion pair interactions, ion-dipole interactions, dipole-dipole interactions, hydrogen bonding, cation-π, π-π, and hydrophobic interactions. All of these supramolecular interactions occur with varying strengths, see Figure 1.1 [13]. Sensors can also work through covalent chemistry, involving the forming and breaking of bonds as the structural mechanism for modulation of the change in fluorescence emission, or absorbance. Fluorescence is preferred over absorbance.

Work conducted by the Glass Group involving coumarin aldehydes relies on covalent chemistry to reversibly bind primary amines. Many dosimeters also rely on
covalent chemistry to produce an irreversible structural change that modulates fluorescence emission. Binding events cause changes in fluorescence or absorbance that can be described mathematically. The nature of the mathematical description of the data generated provides us with information about the binding event itself. The most common binding events in sensor chemistry involve 1:1, analyte:sensor stoichiometry, and are described mathematically with a one-site binding isotherm. Which is describe in Equation 1.1

\[ y = \frac{B_{Max} \times x}{K_d + x} \]  

(1.1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction Type</th>
<th>Strength (in KJ/mol)</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ion – Ion</td>
<td>200-300</td>
<td>Acetate - Ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion - Dipole</td>
<td>50-200</td>
<td>Crown ether - Cation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipole – Dipole</td>
<td>5-50</td>
<td>Hemoglobin subunit interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen Bonding</td>
<td>4-120</td>
<td>DNA Base Pair interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cation – π</td>
<td>5-80</td>
<td>Cation solvation in Benzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π – π</td>
<td>0-50</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrophobic Interactions</td>
<td>Relative to solvent</td>
<td>Buckycatcher[^1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Table of Interaction Forces [14].

The one-site binding isotherm mathematically provides descriptions for both concentration of analyte that fully saturates the sensor, and the concentration of analyte that provides half saturation of analyte. The half saturation is alternatively described as the Dissociation Constant ($K_d$) or Association Constant ($K_a$). The divergence in terminology arises from different fields of study preferring to describe their data in different ways.

$K_d$ describes half saturation as a molar concentration, and uses M as units, while $K_a$ describes half saturation as inverse molar, using M$^{-1}$ units. Both $K_d$ and $K_a$ provide measures of binding strength by denoting the half saturation point, Figure 1.12 [15].

Another common binding mode observed in sensor chemistry is a sigmoidal fit. Sigmoidal fits are often recognizable from p$K_a$ titrations, or EC$_{50}$ dose response experiments. In both cases, a log scale is used to describe concentration, while intensity is measured in absorbance or fluorescence. The general form of a sigmoid is described in Equation 1.2 [15].
Figure 1.12: A generic right hyperbola depicting the curve of a one site binding equation. The $K_d$, and $B_{Max}$ are labeled.

\[ y = Minimum + \frac{Maximum - Minimum}{1 + \frac{x}{InflectionPoint}^{HillCoefficient}} \]  

(1.2)

The maximum and minimum values describe limits of intensity measures by total saturation, or complete lack of binding, respectively. The hill coefficient is a description of cooperativity, or how individual binding events positively, or negatively effect other binding events. The inflection point translates to a $pK_a$ value, or $EC_{50}$ value, an effective halfway value between the min and max, informed by the cooperativity inherent in the signal producing events being investigated.

\[ y = FLInt_{Min} + \frac{FLInt_{Min} - FLInt_{Min}}{1 + \frac{x}{pK_a}^{HillCoefficient}} \]  

(1.3)

Equation 1.3 produces a sigmoidal curve as shown in Figure 1.13. When $pK_a$s are determined experimentally, the terms of Equation 1.2 are revised to provide Equation 1.3. Mathematically the same, the change of terms is helpful as the 'analyte' in this
Figure 1.13: A sigmoidal curve representing a generic pK$_a$ determined experimentally through fluorescence measurements.

case, a proton, is measured in concentration on a log scale.

Successful design of a sensor relies on tuning the binding characteristics such that changes in signal outputs can be achieved at changes in concentration of the target analyte that are relevant. A sensor that is designed for use in vivo, but is fully saturated at biologically relevant concentrations of it’s target analyte will provide no useful changes in signal output. Similarly, if binding is too weak, or if the sensor binds competitively with compounds besides the target analyte, there will be confounding signal outputs rendering the designed sensor unusable.

1.1.4 Biologically Relevant Analytes

The number of molecular species for which to design chemical sensors are manifold. There is significant interest in monitoring specific ions in cells, such as zinc, calcium, sodium and potassium, as many are used in neuronal signaling or in signal cascades
that trigger cell functions. Some ions, like zinc, copper, and iron are plentiful in the cell, but tightly bound in proteins and rarely free in solution. Dis-regulation of ions whose concentrations are tightly controlled can lead to disease states, or failure of cell functions to be triggered appropriately. Small molecules and proteins also garner interest, neurotransmitters and neurotoxins whose activities can be accurately described and quantified can be more clearly understood.

1.1.5 Sugars

Carbohydrates provide fertile targets for chemical sensors. Glucose metabolism dis-regulation is the lynchpin of diabetes mellitus in humans and other mammals. Accurate measures of blood glucose are currently simple, but are invasive, creating problems with monitoring fidelity. Protein glycosylation patterns help cells communicate, and can be targeted by antibiotics. Glycosylation motifs of glycolipids have been implicated as potential cancer therapeutic targets. Blood types are also determined by glycosylation patterns, with the A and B blood antigens differing by a single portion of a pentasaccharide. Fluorescent chemical sensors that can quickly provide information about the distribution or disruption of any of these analytes provide potential value in therapeutics and diagnostics.

1.1.6 Aggregation

Most fluorescent sensors, and fluorescent compounds in general are built on rigid, aromatic scaffolds. This general design motif, necessary for desired emission and absorption characteristics creates some drawbacks for compounds designed for use in
aqueous systems, as rigid organic structures can often lack solubility in polar protic environments. Even when these systems are soluble, they can aggregate in solution. Changes from monomer to aggregate states can cause changes in fluorescence, which if unaccounted for can confound output signals in fluorescent sensors. Aggregation is a well studied phenomenon, and not limited to synthetic compounds; the molecular basis for Alzheimer’s Disease is an aggregation of Amyloid-β [16, 17] proteins, leading to dysfunction in neurons.

Figure 1.14: A - Ladder type, B - Staircase type, C - Brickwork type

Formation of aggregates by compounds being used as fluorescent sensors confounds both the supramolecular interactions that drive binding, and the emission output being used as a signal. Aggregation affects to binding events will be specific to both the type of aggregate, and the individual binding event, but aggregation affects on emission are well understood and classified into either J-aggregates or H-aggregates. J-aggregates are named after E. E. Jelley who first observed their formation in Pseudoisocyanine (PIC), while H-aggregates are named after their hypsochromic effect on the absorption. Aggregates themselves are proposed to form one-dimensional assemblies in solution, Figure 1.14 [18, 19, 20].

Aggregation is divided into H- and J- types because of the different ways that ab-
Figure 1.15: In H-aggregates emission from an $S_2$ state is non-emissive, while in J-aggregates emission from an $S_1$ state is highly favored.

Absorbance and fluorescence are affected. J-aggregates present a red shifted absorbance, and an increase in fluorescence intensity, while H-aggregates present a blue shifted absorbance and a loss of fluorescence intensity [21]. This is related to how the aggregates themselves form, and how the Acceptor - $\pi$ - Donor system is affected by the electronics of these environmental changes. Aggregation behavior can be described through molecular exciton theory, aggregate formation causes excited state energy levels to split. In cases where excitation to the higher energy split is allowed or favored, fluorescence becomes disfavored. This is related to Kasha’s Rule, which states that fluorescence occurs from the lowest energy excited state [22]. In cases where excitation to the lower energy split level is favored, fluorescence is retained, and intensity increases compared to the monomer Figure 1.15 [23].
Chapter 2

pH Sensing with Tetra Sulfonated Cyanine Compounds

2.1 pH in vivo

Proton recognition and trafficking is integral to cellular health and function [24, 25, 26]. Proton gradients across membranes can be used as the driving force for reactions in cells, and localized pH can be used to favor or disfavor metabolic and catabolic pathways, or intracellular processes [27, 28]. Because of this, it is advantageous to monitor regulation in physiological pH. Insight into disregulation of pH, or designed deviations in pH can provide insight into the cellular functions and processes that protonation states can affect.

Both intracellular and extracellular pH in humans is regulated tightly, with extracellular pH kept regulated around 7.4, while intracellular pH vary depending largely on cell type. Deviations in intracellular pH can be caused by disease states such as
cancer, alzheimers or by disfunction in metabolic pathways [29, 30]. One consequence of this is that extracellular pH in blood vessels can vary by location in the body, such as proximity to specific organs, or potentially a tumor [29]. A fluorescent pH sensor that circulates in the blood stream could potentially provide a minimally invasive means of monitoring metabolic changes which could lead to local or global changes in pH. To achieve this end, this potential sensor would need to be water soluble. One of the central features of working with blood, its distinctive red color, comes from hemoglobin, which absorbs far into the red region of the visible spectrum. Any fluorescent sensor designed to work in vivo, in any close proximity to hemoglobin, must be excited, and emit at wavelengths beyond Hemoglobin absorption [31]. This potential pH sensor would therefore have to have excitation and emission bands in the near-infrared (NIR).

2.1.1 pH Sensing in The Literature

The standard for determining cytoplasmic pH in vivo is BCECF 4, a stable water soluble fluorescein derivative, 2.1 [32]. First published by Roger Tsien’s group in 1982, BCECF was the beginning of a deluge of modified fluorescein compounds for use as fluorescent indicators [33].

![BCECF](image)

Figure 2.1: 2’,7’-Bis-(2-carboxyethyl-5-(and-6-)carboxyfluorescein, (BCECF)
Fluorescein, and similarly structured Rhodamine derivatives provide many significant advantages; they are chemically stable and photo-stable, and provide advantageous photo-physical properties for ratiometric fluorescent sensing [34]. The largest disadvantage of this family is that excitation wavelengths often lie below 600nm, which is disadvantageous for work in vivo [31]. Attempts to address this relatively low excitation wavelength have been made using Si-Rhodamine cores such as 5, which have shown some promise, but are currently synthetically arduous to access, Figure 2.2 [35].

In an attempt to perform pH sensing using higher excitation wavelengths, cyanine derivatives have been pursued [36, 37, 38]. Though providing higher excitation and
emission wavelengths, cyanines often show poor stability, easily photo-bleach, and have poor quantum yields [39, 18]. Unsymmetrical cyanines, with an un-alkylated indole present on one side have shown near-neutral pK\textsubscript{a}s, providing fluorescence increases upon protonation, Figure 2.3 [40, 41].

Additionally PET based pH sensors have been developed using cyanine scaffolds, where amine substituents are substituted for the meso-chloride, 2.4 [36, 42]. The free lone pair on the amine functions as a PET quencher, and upon protonation, quenching is relieved, turning fluorescence on.

![Chemical Structure](image)

Figure 2.4: pH sensitive cyanines that use an amine lone pair as a PET mechanism for fluorescence quenching.

### 2.1.2 Tetra-sulfonated Amino-Cyanine pH Sensors

This project was originally pursued using IR-820 derivates, and though some success was found, it was eventually determined that the compounds described were unsuitable for use in fully aqueous systems due to aggregation effects [43]. The central IR-820-piperazine adduct described in that work has recently been published by a separate group [38]. Therefore a tetra-sulfonated cyanine core was chosen as the basis to continue this project, in part because a substantial body of literature exists
on performing chemistry on the *meso*-chloride of many commercially available cyanines. It was hypothesized that the addition of two extra sulfonate functional groups, specifically on the napthindole rings of the cyanine, would help to alleviate aggregation effects. Also, with a goal of performing studies *in vivo* it is important to note that cyanine dyes have been utilized safely in humans since Indocyanine Green (ICG) was first approved by the FDA in 1959. Though individual compounds will differ in efficacy *in vivo*, designing a sensor for use in humans based on scaffolds already approved by the FDA seems prudent.

The tetra-sulfonated core, compound 10 originally proved resistant to substitution chemistry at the chloride position. This was eventually circumvented through the use of a palladium catalyst. To date with this project it should be noted that no modification of the chloride has been achieved without palladium present, and to some extend the starting material is resistant to decomposition in the absence of palladium. This is somewhat unusual for a cyanine dye. Though favored for their optical properties, cyanines are known to oxidatively decompose relatively easily. An interesting aside in terms of reactivity has been observed with the tetra-sulfonated indole based cyanine, which is amenable to substitution chemistry without transition metal catalysis.

![Figure 2.5: Synthesis of Methyl-Piperazine appended cyanine, Compound 11](image)

Figure 2.5: Synthesis of Methyl-Piperazine appended cyanine, Compound 11
Compound 11, chosen as an initial starting point, was synthesized in reasonable yield, and isolated by preparative scale HPLC. Initial pH titration experiments revealed a single dominant absorption band at basic pH, which is replaced by two red shifted absorption bands at acid pH.

![Figure 2.6: Compound 11 pH titration by absorbance spectroscopy, 10µM. 165mM PBS, pH adjustments with 1M HCl.](image)

When followed by fluorescence and exciting at 670nm, compound 11 provides a pK$_a$ of 6.9, when fitting fluorescence intensity at 820nm. Which is advantageous for monitoring pH changes in vivo. Because prior work on these compounds indicated that cyanine derivates can present aggregation issues in aqueous systems, titration experiments were repeated at various concentrations.

The consistency of the data collected from exciting at 670nm and observing fluorescence intensity at 820nm was not reflected in other excitations, and intensity observations. For instance, when exciting at 740nm, near what appears to be an isosbestic point in the absorbance spectra, fluorescence intensity observations, regardless
Figure 2.7: Compound 11 pH titration by fluorescence spectroscopy 2.5µM (a,b) and 20µM (c,d). 165mM PBS, pH adjustments with 1M HCl. Slit widths were 15nm. Excitation at 670nm (a) and 780nm (b), insets are intensity at 820nm (a,c) and 840nm (b,d) plotted against pH.

of location do not provide consistent pK\textsubscript{a} fits across all concentrations where titrations were performed. In some cases, fluorescence intensity observations do not even provide fit-able data. However for excitations performed at 780nm, while observing at 840nm, a modest trend emerges of an increasing pK\textsubscript{a} as concentration increases.

Observation of fluorescence as a whole shows that even for excitations at 670nm, which provide consistent pK\textsubscript{a}s when specific intensity wavelengths are observed, emission profiles change drastically as concentration changes. This implies aggregation, however neither the fluorescence nor absorbance behavior is completely consistent
Table 2.1: pK$_a$ of 11 by Concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex: 670nm</th>
<th>1μM</th>
<th>2.5μM</th>
<th>5μM</th>
<th>10μM</th>
<th>20μM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Em: 820nm</td>
<td>7.0 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>6.8 (+/-0.2)</td>
<td>7.0 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>6.9 (+/-0.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Ex: 780nm | 7.2 (+/-0.1) | 7.1 (+/-0.2) | 7.3 (+/-0.1) | 7.6 (+/-0.1) |
| Em: 840nm | |

with either H- or J- aggregation effects. Also, given that the compound contains 4 sulfonate groups, which would remain deprotonated at the lowest pHs used in titration experiments, it seems difficult to invoke aggregation of such a charged molecule. The observed fluorescence and absorbance changes could be a result of pH induced aggregation becoming more favored as concentration increases, but the data collected does not allow for that to be determined with significant certainty. Aggregation affects would provide a convenient explanation for the second absorbance band observed in acidic conditions.

Figure 2.8: Synthesis of trimethylethlenediamine appended cyanine, Compound 12

Sensor 12 was pursued to determine how the distal nitrogen affects the pK$_a$ of the sensor overall. In previously published work, it was determined that having the second nitrogen attached through a chain, instead of being included in a ring, causes the pK$_a$ of the sensor to increase. That trend was found to continue with this analogue. Unlike
Sensor 11, Sensor 12 did not show deviations between in observed pK\textsubscript{a} from separate excitation wavelengths.

Figure 2.9: Sensor 12 pH titration by fluorescence spectroscopy 2.5\textmu M (a,b) and 20\textmu M (c,d). 165mM PBS, pH adjustments with 1M HCl. Slit widths were 15nm. Excitation at 670nm (a) and 780nm (b), insets are intensity at 820nm (a,c) and 840nm (b,d) plotted against pH.

Sensor 12, when titrated against changing pH, and observed by absorbance provided a profile that differed more than expected from 11. Although it should be expected that absorbance profiles would be unique, the dissimilarity between the absorbance maxima of the two compounds at their most acid is interesting. When interrogated via fluorescence, 12 maintained a constant pK\textsubscript{a} of 8.1 across three of the concentrations chosen. However at the highest concentration, 20\textmu M, that consistent
pK\textsubscript{a} is lost and 12 provides a pK\textsubscript{a} of 8.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pK\textsubscript{a} by Concentration for 12</th>
<th>2.5\textmu M</th>
<th>5\textmu M</th>
<th>10\textmu M</th>
<th>20\textmu M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex: 670nm, Em: 820nm</td>
<td>8.4 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.3 (+/-0.2)</td>
<td>8.5 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex: 780nm, Em: 840nm</td>
<td>8.4 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.4 (+/-0.2)</td>
<td>8.5 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: pK\textsubscript{a} of 12 by Concentration

The next compound in the series, 13 was chosen to determine if the system would still function as a pK\textsubscript{a} sensor without the distal nitrogen. This derivative would probe whether the distal nitrogen is necessary for a fluorescence response, or only provides a change in pK\textsubscript{a}.

Though fluorescence emission changes were observed as pH was modulated, 13 did not provide intensity data that could be fit to determine a pK\textsubscript{a}, over the pH ranges tested for Sensor 11 and Sensor 12. Given that a vinyl amine would potentially present a pK\textsubscript{a} similar to that of an aniline, titrations were attempted under more acidic conditions, but 13 proved to be too unstable under pH 4 to perform such titrations and gain an accurate pK\textsubscript{a}.

![Figure 2.10: Synthesis of Piperidine appended cyanine, Compound 4](image)

Sensor 14 was pursued with the intention of further exploring the nature of the
pH induced change in fluorescence. In 11 and 12 two mechanisms can be proposed as causing pH associated fluorescence emission changes; either the lone pair of the nitrogen attached directly to the \( \pi \) system becomes tied up in an N-H bond, causing fluorescence modulation through Internal Charge Transfer, or the lone pair of the distal nitrogen becomes tied up in an N-H bond and modulates fluorescence through the relief of PET quenching. It is assumed that if PET is the responsible mechanism, 14 would provide a similar \( pK_a \), and fluorescence behavior to 2.

Interestingly, though qualitative comparison of emission spectras alone may give the indication that 14 supports this hypothesis, analysis of emission intensity presents data that complicates the overall picture of the mechanism of fluorescence modulation. Whereas 11 and 12 present data that gives only some indication of aggregation at higher concentrations, 14 provides fluorescence behavior that indicates aggregation. Again the overall absorption and emission behavior does not fully match that described for H- or J- type aggregates, but a clear trend of an increasing \( pK_a \) as the concentration of sensor is increased is best described by non-monomer behavior.

Sensor 14 presents further complicated fluorescence behavior versus concentration, in that exciting the absorbance band at 720nm, data that fits appropriately to a

Figure 2.11: Synthesis of phenyl-methylpiperazine appended cyanine, Compound 5

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NaO}_2\text{S} & \quad \text{Cl} & \quad \text{SO}_3\text{Na} \\
\text{NaO}_2\text{S} & \quad \text{SO}_3\text{Na} & \quad \text{10}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NaO}_2\text{S} & \quad \text{14}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{N}+\text{N} & \quad \text{NaO}_3\text{S} & \quad \text{SO}_3\text{Na} \\
\text{Pd(Ph}_3\text{)}_4 & \quad \text{H}_2\text{O} & \quad \text{Reflux} & \quad \text{K}_3\text{PO}_4
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HO}^+\text{BOH} & \quad \text{N}+\text{N} & \quad \text{NaO}_3\text{S} & \quad \text{SO}_3\text{Na}
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 2.12: Absorbance (a) and Fluorescence (b) pH Titration of 14 at 5μM, inset is fluorescence intensity at 810nm plotted against pH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pKₐ by Concentration for 14</th>
<th>2.5μM</th>
<th>5μM</th>
<th>10μM</th>
<th>20μM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex: 770nm Em: 810nm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.8 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.1 (+/-0.1)</td>
<td>8.5 (+/-0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex: 720nm Em: 810nm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5 (+/-0.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: pKₐ of 14 by Concentration

sigmoid at 5 μM is collected, however the other concentrations interrogated do not present data that can be fit to a pKₐ. Exciting the minor absorbance band at 790nm provides data that fits well to a sigmoid to give a pkₐ 5 μM, 10 μM, and 20 μM, and provides the data presented in Table 2.3. Further, neither pH titrations at 2.5 μ, or interrogating the far red absorbance band at 890nm - at any concentration - provides data that can be fit to a pKₐ.

Additionally, as opposed to 11 and 12, which present the same pKₐ, and reliable data when they are titrated either from basic to acidic, or acidic to basic conditions, 14 does not present clear fit data when titration from basic conditions downward.
All replicates had to be performed from acid conditions upward. In the context of the molecules explored in this work this was unusual.

2.1.3 Unsuccessful Modifications

With data describing both pH sensitivity, and concentration dependence in the fluorescence responses of 11, 12, and 14 and data that indicated a pK\textsubscript{a} could not be determined for 13, it seemed prudent to explore different methods of attaching either primary, or diamine groups to the cyanine scaffold. Diamines directly attached to the cyanine scaffold present a potentially interesting comparison in concentration dependence and pH dependence. Attaching the distal nitrogen through a ring, instead of an open chain, would provide a lower pK\textsubscript{a} in line with previously published work. However that work did not explore concentration dependence in the compounds synthesized therein, and titrations were performed in mixed aqueous/organic systems. The specific nature of the differences in concentration dependence between 11 and 12 solicits some interest, but the complete concentration dependent behavior of 14 was decidedly more interesting.

Distancing the pH sensitive diamine group from the cyanine core seemed to be a reasonable proposal, and the concentration dependence of 14 was not expected. To attempt to provide perspective on the data presented by 14 it was proposed to synthesize compounds which similarly placed a pH sensitive diamine group near, but not directly attached to, the conjugated $\pi$ system of the cyanine. Herein some of the difficulty of working with starting material 10 became more apparent. Being exceptionally robust chemically, 10 was also relatively resistant to modification at the meso-chloride position, which proved simple to circumvent through the addition
of a transition metal catalyst. With the chloride being amenable to transition metal catalysis, it was proposed that any reasonable coupling partner could be utilized to modify the dye scaffold, with the caveat that the chemistry would restricted in solubility to aqueous, or highly polar solvents such as DMF or NMP. Further, as of this writing, this will be the first published report of modification of 10 in any manner, though reports of similarly tetra-sulfonated cyanines are present in the literature.

With the behavior of the phenyl-linked compound established, the obvious choices for potential analogs that would provide perspective on 14’s behavior were compounds utilizing an array of chemically and spatially disparate linkers. Specifically, attaching a diamine group through either an alkyl, alkene, and alkyne functional group was first explored. The Negishi, Heck, and Sonogashira chemistry - respectively - that describes coupling of those various functional groups is well established, especially for the relatively simple coupling partners. Ideally 15, 16, and 17 would be the preferred compounds to explore the relationship between linker-type and behavior.

Of the three conceptually ideal compounds only 17 had a clearly available single-step route to synthesis from commercially available starting materials. This was important functionally as all of the successfully synthesized derivatives of 10 showed tremendous insolubility in organic solvents, limiting the array of chemistry available to perform modification post coupling. Attempts to synthesize 16 was never undertaken directly, but attempts at compounds containing an alkene functional groups were made.

18 and 19 were the simplest and most coupling-friendly analogs of 15 and 16 that could be envisioned, being hypothetically accessible from palladium catalyzed coupling of phenyl acetylene or vinyl benzene to 10, respectively. Access to 18 proved
relatively simple under routine Sonogashira coupling conditions, however attempts at 19 provided little evidence of coupling, yielding only starting material. Though 18 was accessible, further Sonogashira coupling products proved elusive, Figure 2.15.

Attempts to synthesize 17 under both aqueous Negishi coupling conditions, and more standard conditions in DMF also proved unsuccessful. In an attempt to achieve a similarly sp$^3$ carbon linked amine attached to the cyanine scaffold, 22 was pursued from the alkyl boronic ester starting material, 2.16. Attempts at synthesizing 22 proved particularly frustrating, as the boronic ester coupling partner proved immiscible in aqueous conditions that provided 14. When the reaction was attempted in mixed H$_2$O/DMF conditions the result was apparent rapid degradation of the starting material. This was consistent with attempts at optimizing the yield of 14 with use of DMF as a co-solvent. DMF is traditionally more friendly to coupling conditions that may be O$_2$ sensitive, so effect of reducing reaction efficiency was unanticipated.
Figure 2.14: Proposed Test Modifications of 10

It could be hypothesized that converting the pinacol ester to the free boronic acid would provide a more water soluble coupling partner, but that conversion was never attempted due to the harsh conditions required to remove pinacol esters.

2.2 Future Work

Part of the problem with working with 10 is a lack of specific literature utilizing it as a starting material. There is a wealth of literature surrounding chemistry on cyanine type dyes of all flavors, but as of this writing, there are no published reports describing chemistry on 10. The requirement of a transition metal catalyst to modify 10 at all was surprising, however it is a possibility that the resistance of the chloride position to addition-elimination chemistry that causes that necessity is also a contributing factor in 10 and it’s derivatives being apparently more bench stable than cyanine derivatives handled in this lab previously.

The pursuit of an sp³ carbon as the initial atom appended to the π system seems worthwhile, as it potentially allows for the design of complex binding groups which can be assembled initially, and then placed onto the cyanine scaffold. This relies on as yet unsuccessful attempts at coupling an alkyl-boron species to 10, Figure 2.16.
Pursuing the successful coupling of relatively simple alkyl- and phenyl-boronic acids to increase the scope and understanding of potential coupling conditions is the most efficient approach at developing a knowledge base that would benefit future work utilizing 10 as a scaffold, Figure 2.17.

Another avenue of interest is 10’s apparent instability to coupling with primary, as opposed to secondary amines, and an apparent instability to some diamine and triamine substrates. Attempts at coupling these amines to the cyanine scaffold either led to direct decomposition of the starting material, or isolation of a compound that
Figure 2.16: Attempts at Alkylboronic Ester Coupling to 10.

Figure 2.17: Examples of Boronic Acids whose coupling to 10 might be advantageous to establish.

exhibited absorbance profiles, and retention time under HPLC isolation conditions, that indicated successful coupling, but was not bench stable enough to characterize, Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: Examples of amines that decomposed 10 upon attempted coupling.

On the other hand, some amines would not couple to 10, despite attempts across a variety of coupling conditions. Pushing the coupling conditions to extremes in temperature, and varying ligand and catalyst loadings all returned starting material for these compounds, Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Examples of amines that returned solely starting material 10 upon attempted coupling.

Understanding the mechanisms of what leads some of these compounds to decompose 10 and that prevent others from coupling successfully would provide insight into how to expand the library of potential pH sensors based on this scaffold.

2.2.1 pH Sensing as a Route Sensing Sugars

Though there are many merits to sensing intracellular pH, part of the goal of this work was to establish synthetic precedent for building complex sugar sensors out of a water soluble, near-IR scaffold. A pH sensitive cyanine serves as a reasonable starting point for this type of work because both the mechanism of fluorescence modulation for pH sensitivity, and the mechanism of fluorescence modulation for many sugar receptors is based on a PET mechanism, Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: PET quenching in pH sensitive cyanines.
Many fluorescent sugar sensors use boronic acid groups as a binding motif. Other examples exist, but boronic acids have become a favored route to sugar recognition. In pH sensitive fluorophores which rely on protonation of an amine as the mode of pH sensing, the availability of the amine lone pair to quench a fluorophore is directly related to concentration of protons in the environment that the fluorophore is surrounded by. As this concentration changes, the fluorescence is predictably modulated as the equilibrium between the amine and ammonium is shifted.

Phenylboronic acid based sugar sensors work under a similar mechanism. Attachment of a benzyl amine functional group provides a readily available lone pair to pet quench an attached fluorophore. Alcohols can replace the hydroxyl groups on boronic acids to form boronic esters relatively easily. Boronic acids and esters also readily

Figure 2.21: Alleviation of PET quenching from phenylboronic acid - diol interactions.
convert to boronates. As sugars are functionally a series of polyols, boronic acids can bind to a single sugar or monosaccharide through hydroxyl displacement. Formation of the boronic ester increases the favorability of forming the boronate ester, which leads to protonation of a pendant amine. If the benzyl amine is located close enough to the boron, formation of a boronate will modulate the local pH enough to increase the favorability of protonating the amine, which then alleviates PET quenching, Figure 2.21.
Chapter 3

Near IR Sugar Sensing

3.1 Fluorescent Chemical Detection of Sugars

Detection of sugars in vivo is largely devoted to the detection of blood glucose levels in patients living with diabetes. Optical detection with a NIR sensor would provide an effective method of non-invasive glucose detection. To put this type of goal into perspective it is necessary to briefly examine why this hasn’t yet been achieved, and what has been achieved in terms of monitoring blood glucose levels, which is significant.

The current method for self-monitoring blood glucose levels relies on obtaining a capillary blood sample at regular intervals. This sample is applied to a test strip which is impregnated with glucose oxidase, and a peroxide sensitive chromophore. The oxidation of glucose releases peroxide, which induces a color change in the test strip. The color change can then be monitored by a simple hand held detector.
Though accurate, this method presents some problems. As it is an active sampling method, it cannot be performed while asleep, or performing complicated tasks such as driving a car. Additionally, as the test itself is invasive, requiring multiple samplings per day, the discomfort of the actual act of obtaining blood impinges upon patient sampling fidelity.

Development of a minimally invasive method of monitoring blood glucose levels would alleviate the aforementioned concerns. Improving fidelity of monitoring of blood glucose levels would decrease instances of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, which lead to the chronic complications and morbidities associated with diabetes.

This has been approached in a multitude of ways. Implanted amperometric sensors have been explored, but require frequent re-calibration against finger-prick test blood glucose levels [44, 45]. Reverse Iontophoresis has also been explored, but similarly suffers from accuracy issues, and inflicts significant skin irritation [46, 47]. Both of these methods have produced commercially available devices, but the drawbacks associated with them have hindered widespread acceptance. Also, electrochemical sensors for glucose embedded in contact lenses have been explored recently. Being based on the same enzymatic methods as glucose test strips, they are similarly accurate, unfortunately glucose concentrations in tear films are significantly lower than serum glucose levels, 0.1 - 0.6 μM as opposed to 4-6 μM [48, 49]. Implantable nanosensors based on hydrogels, and "smart-tattoo" biosensors have also been explored, but are notably in their infancy [50, 51, 52].

Electrochemical and enzymatic detection of glucose are popular in part because of the accuracy associated with sensing mechanisms, and the simplicity associated with detection events. The aforementioned methods all have the advantage of being easily
performed by anyone, regardless of technical training. However they present little in the way of decreased invasiveness as a method of monitoring. Fluorescent sensors, particularly NIR sensors afford a clear path to minimally, or non-invasive detection of glucose. NIR fluorescence would be ideal because it would place excitation, and emission wavelengths above the absorption of hemoglobin. Detection can be achieved optically, as long wavelength light has sufficient tissue penetration to excite a fluorophore deeply embedded in vivo. To this end, fluorescent detection of sugars in general, and glucose in particular has been pursued [53, 54].

\[ \text{Figure 3.1: 4’-cyanostilbene-4-boronic acid, (CSTBA)} \]

Fluorescent detection of glucose is largely pursued through phenylboronic acids, as they allow for reversible binding of diols in general, and sugars in particular [55, 56]. This interaction can be exploited to provide either PET-based, or Internal Charge Transfer (ICT)-based sensors for sugars. ICT-based fluorescent detection of glucose can be illustrated by a pair of examples of stilbene derivatives published by Lakowicz and coworkers. 33, an electron poor stilbene derivative named CSTBA after its structure provides a significant redshift in fluorescent emission upon forming a boronate ester when titrated with sugars. Emission shifts from 388nm to 455nm, when excited at 325nm, Figure 3.1 [57]. Meanwhile, an electron-rich stilbene behaves differently. When appended with a dimethylamino group, upon binding a sugar, fluorescent emission blue shifts from 515nm to 450nm, when excited at 330nm, Figure 3.2 [58].
For **34**, DSTBA, the blue shift in fluorescence emission is accompanied by a slight increase in fluorescence intensity. This is attributed by Lakowicz and coworkers to a decrease in the boronic acid’s ability to serve as an electron withdrawing group when the boronate is formed.

Fluorescence based sugar detection can also be performed via a PET mechanism, as opposed to an ICT mechanism. Shinkai and coworkers published **35** describing a scheme where formation of a boronate-sugar complex decreases the local pH to favor protonation of an amine. This protonation leads to alleviation of PET quenching of an anthracene fluorophore, Figure 3.3 [59].

Shinkai’s sensor **35** provided a $K_d$ of 15 mM for glucose in 33% MeOH. **35**, like most mono-boronic acid based receptors however showed stronger selectivity for fructose than for glucose. Shinkai and coworkers therefore pursued a bis-boronic acid
based receptor based on the same platform. 36 was obtained relatively simply and showed both greater selectivity for glucose than 35 and a stronger binding constant for glucose under similar titration conditions, Figure 3.4 [60].

![Figure 3.4: Shinkai’s Anthracene Based Bisboronic Acid Receptor](image)

Designing a sensor which selectively binds glucose is a slightly more difficult task than designing a sensor which just binds glucose well. It turns out that phenylboronic acid receptors with a single boronic acid group have a stronger affinity for both fructose and galactose than glucose. Skinkai’s sensor received fairly quick competition from James and coworkers who designed a series of fluorescent sensors using a pair of phenylboronic acid groups linked by alkane chains, Figure 3.5 [61, 62].

![Figure 3.5: Intramolecular Energy Transfer Based Glucose Sensors](image)
James’ sensors provide a fluorescence increase upon binding simple monosaccharide sugars, and provides some qualitative information about designing glucose selective receptors. Varying the lengths of the alkane spacer in 37, 38, and 39 give a varying degree of selectivity for glucose over fructose and galactose, as well as the varying direct sensitivity for glucose. 38 with a six carbon linker between the nitrogens provides the strongest selectivity for glucose of this group of compounds. 40 was eventually synthesized based on the flexible six carbon linker, pairing a phenanthrene with the pyrene, increasing fluorescence intensity and emission wavelengths.

![Chemical structure](image)

**Figure 3.6: Intramolecular Energy Transfer Based Glucose Sensors**

Another approach towards designing a glucose selective fluorescent phenylboronic acid based sensor, highlighted by Drueckhammer and coworkers, was to utilize computer modeling to predict the most effective binding motif possible [63]. Using a model based on the optimal bonding geometry of two generic phenylboronic acids to glucopyranose, Sensor 41 was conceived and synthesized in seven steps to produce what is currently the most selective chemical sensor for glucose, Figure 3.6.

Drueckhammer’s sensor is doubly interesting though, as binding events favor the pyranose form of glucose. Previous work by Norrild and coworkers determined that, at least with 36 bisboronic acids bind glucose initially as the pyranose, but isomerization
occurs leading to the stably bound sugar being in the furanose form[64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>33</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>37</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>39</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_d$ Glu</td>
<td>98.0 mM</td>
<td>43.0 mM</td>
<td>15.8 mM</td>
<td>251.1 μM</td>
<td>3.0 mM</td>
<td>1.0 mM</td>
<td>2.9 mM</td>
<td>9.6 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_d$ Fru</td>
<td>2.5 mM</td>
<td>1.0 mM</td>
<td>1.0 mM</td>
<td>3.1 mM</td>
<td>2.3 mM</td>
<td>1.2 mM</td>
<td>1.3 mM</td>
<td>8.0 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titration Solvent</td>
<td>33.3% MeOH @pH = 8.0</td>
<td>33.3% MeOH @pH = 7.7</td>
<td>33.3% MeOH @pH = 7.7</td>
<td>52% MeOH @pH = 8.2</td>
<td>52% MeOH @pH = 8.2</td>
<td>52% MeOH @pH = 8.2</td>
<td>52% MeOH @pH = 7.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex λ:</td>
<td>330 nm</td>
<td>335 nm</td>
<td>370 nm</td>
<td>370 nm</td>
<td>342 nm</td>
<td>342 nm</td>
<td>342 nm</td>
<td>375 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Em λ:</td>
<td>450 nm/515 nm</td>
<td>388 nm/455 nm</td>
<td>423 nm</td>
<td>423 nm</td>
<td>397 nm</td>
<td>397 nm</td>
<td>417 nm</td>
<td>447 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Experimentally determined $K_d$s and conditions for cited sugar sensors

As a relatively brief overview of fluorescent chemical sensing for glucose, several things become apparent from the work cited here. Glucose is difficult to sense chemically, with fructose, galactose, and ascorbic acid binding to phenylboronic acids being more favored. Though only Drueckhammer’s sensor 41 requires an even remotely lengthy synthesis, all of the sensors cited append the phenylboronic acid moiety at the end of their synthesis, indicating that performing further chemistry after that step, or appending the binding motif early in a synthesis is inadvisable. The cited fluorescent sensors, with the exception of CSTBA 33 present fluorescence intensity increases upon titration with sugars, however all titrations were performed in fairly high concentrations of organic co-solvents. Additionally many of the titrations with sugars were performed at non-physiologically relevant pHs, Table 3.1.
3.2 NIR Sugar Sensing

The current literature on glucose detection specifically, or sugars in general, is de-
void of examples of chemical NIR fluorescent sensors. However, several nanosensor
approaches to NIR glucose detection have been undertaken, including using modified
Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNs), fluorescent microgels, and quantum dots
[65, 66, 67].

![NIR Glucose Sensitive Bioconjugate](image)

Figure 3.7: NIR Glucose Sensitive Bioconjugate

Though these sets of examples rely on some of the same principles as the chem-
ical sensors described previously, the SWCNs and quantum dots, which are large
macromolecular assemblies behave very differently in solution from small molecule
fluorophores, limiting direct comparisons. At least one series of NIR bioconjugate
sensors has been published utilizing CuAAC chemistry to append 651-Blue Oxazine
42 to various positions on glucose/galactose binding protein (GBP) to provide biocon-
jugates represented by 43, Figure 3.7 [68]. Changes in conformation of the protein as
it binds glucose change the bulk solvent environment around the fluorophore - which
is environment sensitive. As the environment changes, fluorescence intensity changes.
3.2.1 Designing a NIR Cyanine Based Sugar Sensor

Sensor 45 was synthesized in two steps from 10, with 44 isolated crude and identified by H-NMR before being used as is. The specific reasons for picking 10 as the starting material, being tetra-sulfonated, limits the methods for purification to almost solely HPLC. At least one group has published procedures that indicate partially successful purification of a different tetra-sulfonated cyanine core with Solid Phase Extraction (SPE), but that is a single example, and HPLC is still used for final purification [69]. Also, even though 10 shows at least effective solubility in DMF, derivatives of 10 are extremely insoluble in organic solvent systems and mixed systems with high percentages of organic solvents.

Attempts at dealing with this solubility issue can been seen in the synthesis of 45, where a three solvent system of Acetonitrile, Methanol, and Water was used to both
solubilize the starting material, and ensure an environment conducive to alkylation of a secondary amine. With these various hurdles in synthesis, 45 was the sole sugar binding compound that was achieved during the course of this work. In some sense, it was surprising that 45 was the only compound that could be made, considering that it was relatively easy to synthesize once the alkylation was accomplished. It was only two steps, both purified via HPLC, neither with exceptionally complex mechanistic chemistry, or harsh or complicated conditions.

Figure 3.9: Absorbance Titration of 45 with Fructose

Absorbance titrations of 45 with fructose provide noticeable differences from it’s closest pH sensor analog, 11, though a single absorbance peak dominates in the unbound state, which mirrors the deprotonated state of 11, upon binding and assumedly protonation of the piperazine amines, only a single absorbance band is observed gaining intensity. Also unlike 11 the dominant absorption band from the starting material does not completely disappear when 45 appears fully saturated by fluorescence.

When titrated with glucose and fructose 45 provides relatively poor binding bind-
Figure 3.10: Fluorescence titrations of 45 with Glucose (b) and Fructose (a), in 165 mM PBS, excitation wavelength at 780 nm. Insets are Fluorescence intensity (I/I₀) at 825 nm and 835 nm plotted against concentration of free analyte (M).

The binding constants compared to previously published sugar sensors. As expected being a mono-boronic acid based sensor, 45 provided a stronger binding constant for fructose than for glucose, but the binding constant for fructose provided was more than an order of magnitude weaker than previously published sensors, Figures 3.9, 3.10. Binding of Glucose in particular is so weak that it is unclear whether the fluorescence changes observed are actual binding events, or solely a result of viscosity changes, Table 3.2, Figure 3.10. It would be logical to assume that the observed fluorescence changes are potentially a combination of both, but sufficient controls to determine how viscosity effects are affecting fluorescence were not performed.

Though the fluorescence data for fructose is strongly indicative of binding, an unusual quirk of the data acquired is how dependent the measured binding constant is upon where emission is measured. This suggests there are two events occurring within the titration system that are affecting the fluorescence output. The simplest
scenario is one in which the apparent red shift in the fluorescence emission upon addition of glucose and fructose is dependent upon one event, and the changes in fluorescence intensity are dependent upon another.

Considering the exceptionally high concentration of fructose and glucose being used in the titrations, viscosity effects cannot be discounted as affecting the results presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Glucose</th>
<th>Fructose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Em λ:</strong></td>
<td>825 nm</td>
<td>835 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K_d</strong></td>
<td>6.6 M</td>
<td>15.5 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B_{max}</strong></td>
<td>12.3 M</td>
<td>34.4 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Binding and Saturation Constants for 45

The exceptionally poor binding constants can possibly be attributed to the pK_a of the boronic acid, or the fact that sugar binding titrations were performed in entirely aqueous conditions. The effect of boronic acid pK_a on boronate, and boronate ester formation has been explored extensively [70], and this seems a likely contributor to poor binding. However, few chemical sensors for sugars have been interrogated in fully aqueous systems, leaving this possibility unexplored.

### 3.2.2 Attempts at Building Complex Sugar Binding Motifs

Sensor 45 was the only sugar binder achieved in this work, but it was not the only one pursued. Sensor 46 was pursued in an effort to install a phenylboronic acid group with a lower pK_a, which would assumedly improve binding to sugars. Sensor 46 was achieved in much the same manner as 45, but initial titration experiments indicated
even poorer binding results than its predecessor, so it was not fully characterized.

![Figure 3.11: Cyanine Based Sugar Sensor](image)

Attempting to build a simple bis-boronic acid sensor proved difficult. Proposed Sensor 48 was envisioned as a simple test case, being a close analog to 45. Intermediate 47 proved more difficult than expected to isolate, but was eventually isolated to provide relatively convincing spectroscopic characterization. Unfortunately, attempts at alkylating 47 only yielded decomposition.

![Figure 3.12: Bis-secondary amine intermediate](image)
Another bis-amine precursor was envisioned in 49, appending phthalimide protected amines which could be deprotected and either alkylated, or coupled to. However 49 could not be achieved despite attempting a wide range of conditions and surveying other palladium catalysts. It was hypothesized that the protected bis-phthalimide may have been too bulky of a ligand for palladium catalysis at such a crowded center.

50 was also envisioned, but only as a compound which could potentially put the concentration dependence of 15 into context. Initially, the reaction appeared successful, providing an absorbance spectra indicative of successful coupling, during reaction monitoring, and providing a single product by HPLC. However despite several attempts with indications of the desired product, H-NMR confirmation of the product could be achieved.

Similarly, 52 was attempted along the same lines as 45 and 46, unfortunately elutions obtained off the HPLC, though providing absorbance profiles indicative of the compound of interest, were acceptably pure by H-NMR. As with 50 single isolates off the HPLC were achieved with absorbance profiles indicative of a single cyanine derivative, but significant aromatic impurities could not be effectively removed.
Figure 3.14: Unsuccessful Bis-secondary Amine Intermediate \textbf{49}

through chromatography.

Figure 3.15: Unsuccessful Phenylboronic Acid Compound \textbf{50}

The array of chemistry presented here highlights a few of the difficulties of working with \textbf{10} as a starting material. Some reactions work exceptionally well, and in the case of \textbf{11} and other compounds achieved with very simple secondary amines, the chemistry appears robust to adventitious oxygen or water during the reaction.

Similarly, \textbf{15} is achieved through Suzuki chemistry in a fully aqueous system, although performing this reaction under air free conditions was never attempted, it
is assumed that it would improve yields. However, in the cases where the reactions either failed to proceed at all, or produced mixtures of potential product and side product, it is unlikely that refining this aspect of the reaction would alleviate these difficulties.

Better isolation and purification techniques would prove advantageous for the continuation of this work, but aside from the inclusion of SPE, or other similar phase extraction workups, there are few obvious paths forward. Additionally, expansion of the available range of coupling partner types might provide a better understand of the reactivity of 10. Access to other methods of appending pieces onto 10 could allow for easier access to bis-boronic acid motifs. Additionally, though Palladium catalysis has
proved robust and simple, if the hypothesis that some of these reactions failed due to steric bulk at the catalytic center is accurate, attempts at other transition metal catalysts may provide more success. Along those lines, the degradation products of 10 that were observed during both successful and unsuccessful coupling reactions were never observed in the initial attempts at appending amines to 10 without a catalyst present.

Another note of interest is that despite the considerable difficulty in achieving coupling outside the noted examples, derivatives of 10 that were achieved provide surprisingly clean H-NMR and C-NMR spectra for a large naphthindole cyanine.

3.3 Future Work

The goal of this project is synthesis of a NIR cyanine based glucose sensor. Although that end was not achieved in this work, some progress has been made. 45 indicates that the piperazine moiety appended to the cyanine functions at least in a manner resembling that predicted from the pH sensitive cyanines. Due to 45’s poor binding, and the difficulty in accessing compounds with which it can be compared, it is unclear how amenable this binding event is to tuning through the addition of extra functional groups, or a second boronic acid.

Some of this is currently being addressed. Efforts to append a tris-secondary amine motif 53 are currently under way, and attempts at achieving intermediates which provide access to chemistry besides amine alkylation for appending boronic acids are also under way 54.

Additionally, cyanine derivatives are not the only NIR fluorophores available for
Figure 3.17: Potential Intermediates for achieving a bis boronic acid based receptor.

This type of work, both BODIPY, and Rhodamine based fluorophores present NIR excitation and emission bands that would be acceptable for this type of project. However, like most cyanines, both BODIPY and Rhodamine compounds in general require organic co-solvent additions to be kept soluble [71, 72].
Chapter 4

Erythrocyte Loading

4.1 Erythrosensors

Current methods of monitoring blood glucose levels are accurate but invasive. Under the most popular method, each monitoring event requires a finger prick to obtain a capillary blood sample. Monitoring blood glucose for diabetes mellitus requires frequent monitoring events, or continuous monitoring. As diabetes cases become more advanced or severe, the frequency of monitoring events must increase to enable tighter control of blood glucose levels. Making monitoring events non-invasive presents an opportunity to improve fidelity in patients who may experience negative outcomes should they fail to accurately monitor and control blood glucose levels.

One way that the invasiveness of monitoring can be reduced is through the use of fluorescent sensors circulating in the blood stream that can be interrogated either manually, or automatically with no invasive finger pricks. Foreign small molecules
in the blood stream are cleared quickly by the kidneys, so to improve retention of a fluorescent sensor, the idea of loading into a red blood cell as a carrier was devised. This sensor carrying red blood cell has been colloquially referred to as a Erythrosensor, Figure 4.1 [73, 74, 75].

To successfully bind glucose at concentrations relevant to blood sugar perturbations in patients with diabetes mellitus, a potential glucose sensor must bind with a $K_d$ around 7-10 mM, and would ideally have a significantly weaker $K_d$ for potential competitors, such as fructose or ascorbic acid.

### 4.1.1 Erythrocyte Loading Methods

Loading of small molecules or proteins into erythrocytes for delivery into humans as therapeutics, or animals for research purposes is well established and clinical trials investigating the efficacy of erythrocytes as drug delivery systems for a variety of compounds is currently underway [76]. Loading of foreign compounds into, or onto
erythrocytes can be achieved through a variety of means. Currently one of the most frequently utilized methods for loading of cargo molecules is a hypotonic swelling procedure that induces transient pores in the plasma membrane of the treated erythrocytes [77]. Though well characterized, and relatively effective, incubating erythrocytes in hypotonic conditions can have unwanted effects on cell morphology and retention in vivo [78].

![Diagram of erythrocyte loading process](image)

Figure 4.2: A - Hypo-osmotic conditions induce swelling, and pore formation, B - Intracellular components diffuse across pores in cell membrane, including Hemoglobin, C - Potential cargo diffuses through membrane pores into erythrocyte, D - Restoration of iso-osmotic conditions reseals erythrocyte, now with depleted Hemoglobin, and carrying cargo.

Due to these detriments, other methods of loading into erythrocytes are currently being pursued. Fusion with liposomes bearing cargos intended for encapsulation in the erythrocyte has been studied, and appears to provide healthier erythrocytes post loading, but as of this writing, has not appeared in clinical trials [79]. Attempts at using cell penetrating peptides bearing cargo for encapsulation have also been explored [80].
Loading cargo into the erythrocyte has some advantages, but presents the distinct disadvantage that, whatever the role of the cargo, it must act within the erythrocyte, as once it is encapsulated, diffusion into serum is unlikely. Therefore affixing cargo onto erythrocyte membranes has also been explored. Genetically engineered erythrocytes bearing sites for covalent coupling of cargo have been explored [81, 82]. With the capability to culture erythrocytes ex vivo, engineered erythrocytes are attractive tools for delivery of therapeutics [83].

4.1.2 Applications

Erythrocytes as drug delivery systems have been used to deliver dexamethasone sodium phosphate as a therapy for children with Ataxia-telangiectasia, a neurodegenerative genetic disorder [84, 85]. Dexamethasone is a lipophilic steroid, when modified with a charged phosphate group, leakage through membranes is reduced significantly. Overtime the phosphate is hydrolyzed, allowing the dexamethasone to escape from its carrier erythrocyte and into the body, allowing for steady slow release.

Similarly encapsulation of L-Asparaginase into erythrocytes has been explored to improve outcomes in elderly patients suffering from acute lymphoblastic leukemia [86, 87]. Decreases in serum asparagine has been associated with improvements in patient outcomes, and intravenous treatment with L-asparaginase effectively achieves this in young adults. However in elderly patients, direct intravenous treatment with L-asparaginase leads to negative outcomes. Encapsulation into erythrocytes was attempted to address this issue and trials still appear to be ongoing.

Both of the prior examples rely on using erythrocytes as a system to protect a therapeutic from either quick clearance from serum, or to prevent side effects
Figure 4.3: Dexamethasone Phosphate hydrolyses slowly in neutral media, allowing controlled release of Dexamethasone from carrier erythrocytes.

from a therapeutic being free in solution. Loading Dexamethasone Phosphate, or L-Asparaginase into the erythrocyte essentially employs the erythrocyte as a trojan horse for the delivery of a steroid therapeutic in the former, and a working enzyme catalyzing chemistry in the latter. Loading substrate onto erythrocyte membranes has also been explored [81] 4.4.

Engineered erythrocytes expressing a transmembrane protein which possesses an LPXTG motif on the cell exterior serve as a target for Sortase proteins. Sortases selectively join N-terminal glycines to the C-terminal LPXTG motif [88]. As this method covalently and selectively appends cargo to the exterior of erythrocyte, it is therefore limited to cargo which can remain attached to the erythrocyte exterior.

Loading cargo onto erythrocyte cell surfaces can also be performed through erythrocyte specific antibodies, which have an advantage of experimental simplicity, but
Figure 4.4: A - Sortase proteins target C-terminal LPXTG motifs and append available N-Terminal Glycines in a 2 step sequence, B - Modified transmembrane protein expressing a C-terminal LPXTG motif, C - Intended cargo for attachment, possessing an N-terminal Glycine.

are not attached to the erythrocyte covalently. Lacking a covalent bond to the erythrocyte surface leads to slow dissociation of the antibody, and slow dissociation of the antibody tagged cargo in vivo [89, 90]. If this dissociation is intended, such as for slow, non-specific release of a therapeutic, it is an advantageous feature.

4.2 Erythrocyte Loading With Tetra-Sulfonated Cyanine Derivates

With a significant body of literature describing hypo-osmotic loading of small molecules, and proteins into erythrocytes, it was proposed to determine whether a NIR sensor could be loaded into erythrocytes, injected into a model system, and successfully excited and detected. Collaborators at the University of Swansea had designed a system using a laser diode and silicon detectors, to both excite, and detect, in the NIR, Figures 4.5, 4.6 [74].

Erythrocyte loading through osmotic modulation was determined to be the most accessible procedure for loading of the sensors described herein. Literature on the mor-
phological and physiological changes to erythrocytes that occur during hypo-osmotic loading conditions is diverse. It covers different species, different types of cargo intended for loading, and different methodologies for performing hypo-osmotic loading [91, 92, 93, 94]. The literature surrounding hypo-osmotic loading of compounds into erythrocytes for use in vivo includes both animal model systems, and humans during clinical trials.

This range in model systems has roots in the robustness of erythrocytes of different species to osmotic shock, the robustness of the model animal itself to modulations in whole blood volumes, the easy of surgical access to blood vessels for withdrawl and injection of blood, and the ease of access to healthy, fresh, and sometimes autologous erythrocytes.

For instance, one group at the University of Pittsburg, studying enzyme therapies
for Gaucher’s Disease, simply withdrew blood from members of the research group for experiments \textit{ex vivo} [92]. Groups studying acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity employ erythrocytes from a wide variety of species, as well as human for \textit{ex vivo} studies, including rat, guinea pig, horse, cow, and rabbit, [95, 96, 97]. As some of this work targets AChE Inhibitors, it would be impractical to perform \textit{in vivo}. Osmotic loading and modification of erythrocytes to study pathogenesis and resistance mechanisms in Plasmodium sp. and Adenovirus activity, and E. coli interaction with erythrocytes show a preference for performing studies on a range of erythrocytes beyond just human, including rhesus and guinea pig [98, 99, 100].

Two different loading procedures were used over the course of the experiments described herein. A dilution based procedure which produces low-hemoglobin cargo loaded erythrocytes, sometimes referred to as ’ghosts’ for their translucent pink color after losing high percentages of hemoglobin, and a dialysis based procedure which
produced erythrocytes which ideally retained 80% of original hemoglobin concentrations. Dilution based procedures have the advantage of experimental simplicity, but produce erythrocytes which are often deformed and potentially quickly cleared from circulation by the spleen. Dialysis based procedures which are used clinically, are experimentally more arduous, and were mostly performed ad-hoc in this work, Figure 4.7. At least two companies have designed specialty dialysis instruments for loading small molecules and proteins into erythrocytes for clinical use [85, 84, 86].

![Figure 4.7: Erythrocyte Loading: A - Hypo-osmotic loading solution containing 11, B - Isolated and washed erythrocytes in ad-hoc dialysis chamber, 80% Hematocrit, C - Ice Bath.](image)

Loading cargo into erythrocytes using hypo-osmotic conditions which produced hemoglobin deficient erythrocytes is straightforward. Loading buffer (10 mL, 10 mM NaH₂PO₄, 20 mM glucose, 4 mM MgCl₂, 3 mM reduced glutathione, 2 mM ATP, and intended cargo, pH = 7.4) was cooled to between 0-4°C, and 1 mL of isolated, washed, and pelleted erythrocytes were added. The mixture was allowed to stir for 45 minutes, and then returned to iso-osmotic conditions through slow addition of
resealing buffer (1.1 mL, 35 mM Na₂HPO₄, 1.606 M KCl, 194 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl₂, 100 mM glucose, 2 mM ATP, pH = 7.4), and kept in ice bath for additional 20 minutes. The solution was then moved to a 37°C oil bath, and diluted with wash buffer (7.9 mL, 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM glucose, pH = 7.4), and allowed to stir for additional 30 minutes. Resealed erythrocytes were then isolated, pelleted, and resuspended in 1x PBS, or wash buffer for use. Throughout the literature there is little variation on this procedure except for some groups preferring to use 10x PBS (1.65 M) and 0.1x PBS (16.5 mM) in favor of the resealing and loading buffers, respectively.

Figure 4.8: A - 10% hematocrit horse erythrocytes loaded with 11 under low hemoglobin loading conditions, B- 5% hematocrit horse erythrocytes loaded with 11 under low hemoglobin loading conditions, C - 10% and 5% hematocrit horse erythrocytes, all dilutions in 165mM PBS, at pH 7.4, λ ex: 670nm, slits 15nm/15nm.

Dilution based loading provide a clear fluorescence output indicating presence of the loaded sensor, Figure 4.8. Erythrocytes loaded with Sensor 11 can even be subjected to pH titrations, where it appears that the sensor provides the same pKₐ
as it does in bulk solution titrations, Figure 4.9.

![Figure 4.9: Erythrocytes loaded with Sensor 11 titrated from basic to acidic conditions with aliquots of 1M HCl. Erythrocytes were loaded with dilution loading procedure, and diluted to 5% hematocrit. λ ex: 670nm, slits 15nm/15nm, inset is fluorescence intensity at 810nm. Final concentration of Sensor 11 in erythrocytes was 18.1 µM, and final concentration in cuvette is 0.9 nM, pKₐ was determined to be 6.9.](image)

In order to gain some measure of the robustness of sensor loaded erythrocytes, they were subjected to an extended series of the same washing and centrifugation steps required to isolate erythrocytes pre-loading procedure, and post-loading, Figure 4.10. The fluorescence signal present in the supernatants of these wash steps could indicate that either Sensor 11 is not fully internalized into the erythrocytes, and is being washed off during these step. Or that the treated erythrocytes are fragile to these handling steps post treatment. Neither option is ideal, and the latter is more likely.

Loading cargo into erythrocytes using hypo-osmotic conditions which produce normal hemoglobin erythrocytes is similar, but less straightforward. Instead of direct dilution of erythrocytes into the Loading Buffer, they are added to the buffer in an inner dialysis chamber of a two chamber apparatus. As pelleted erythrocytes
Figure 4.10: Fluorometer scans of supernatants collected from separate washing steps of the dilution loading process, and from washing steps after completing the loading procedure. A - Supernatant from first wash step following loading, B - Supernatant from second wash step following loading, C - Supernatant from third wash step following loading, D - supernatant of erythrocyte incubation in 165mM PBS for 1 hr, E - supernatant of erythrocyte incubation in 165mM PBS for an additional hour, \( \lambda \text{ ex: } 670\text{nm, slits 15nm/15nm.} \)

are relatively viscous, this requires that both the loading buffer, and the dialysis chamber have some mechanism of gentle stirring. The whole solution is returned to iso-osmotic conditions through adding the Resealing Buffer to the outer chamber, and the temperature variations are the same as for the prior procedure.

Healthy erythrocytes even at low hematocrit concentrations are highly scattering. Figure 4.11 shows the results of fluorometer scans of sensor 11 loaded into erythrocytes via the dialysis procedure. Little difference between the erythrocytes subjected to loading, and control erythrocytes could be determined. Though there are differences in the collected spectra, it is not clear whether direct comparison of the fluorescence scattering can provide clear indication of presence of 11 or just
morphological changes from the osmotic stress the erythrocyte was subjected to.

Even though erythrocytes obtained from dialysis loading only provide scattering, lysis of these same erythrocytes via repeated freeze/thaw cycles rescues fluorescence output in the supernatant of the freeze thaw experiment, Figure 4.12.

Another necessary control is determining the stability of the loaded erythrocytes, as Figure 4.10 indicates post-dilution loading, the cells appear fragile. However, subjecting dialysis-loaded erythrocytes to these same experiments provides little indication of this same phenomenon, Figure 4.13.

Meissner and Ritter's instrument was used in a set of cuvette experiments, with the probe head being directed at a cuvette containing diluted erythrocytes. Signal output indicates that the presence of sensor 11 in the dialysis loaded erythrocytes
Figure 4.12: Fluorescence detected from the supernatant of freeze/thaw lysis of dialysis loaded erythrocytes. A - Supernatant from first wash step following loading, B - Signal from Freeze/Thaw Lysis of loaded erythrocytes, C - Supernatant from second and third wash step following loading, λ ex: 670nm, slits 15nm/15nm.

is likely, Figure 4.14. This set of experiments, though providing assurance that 11 is loaded in the erythrocytes, does not provide a measure of the effectiveness of the loading. It is likely that the cuvette experiment used to produce Figure 4.14 could be modified to provide clearer data. Combined, the laser and fluorometer experiments provide qualitative indication that the dialysis loading is successful.

All of these experiments were performed using horse blood, for cost and safety reasons. The dialysis and dilution loading procedures of Sensor 11 as shown in Figures 4.8, 4.10, 4.11, 4.13, 4.12, and 4.14 were designed to provide a concentration of 55 µM in the erythrocyte interior. This interior concentration, when diluted by hematocrit concentration in the cuvette should give final concentrations of 5.5 µM and 2.75 µM for the 10% and 5% hematocrit scans, respectively.

An advantageous direction for this project to take following this work is the es-
Figure 4.13: Fluorescence detected from the supernatant of iterative was steps for dialysis loaded erythrocytes. A - Supernatant from first wash step following loading, B - Supernatant from third wash step following loading, C - Supernatant from second wash step following loading, $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$: 670nm, slits 15nm/15nm.

tablishment of a system determine erythrocyte loading and efficiency. The inability to provide a standard curve for erythrocyte loading and health due to lack of appropriate microscopy tools was a significant hindrance on the further studies described herein.
Figure 4.14: Instrument measures of dialysis loaded, and control erythrocytes. λ ex: at 670nm, top channel 800nm - 820nm, bottom channel 850nm-1000nm, all dilutions in 165mM PBS, pH = 7.4, A - 10% hematocrit erythrocytes loaded with 11, B - Control, Self-Masking Cuvette, C - 5% hematocrit erythrocytes loaded with 11, D - 10% hematocrit control erythrocytes, E - 5% hematocrit control erythrocytes.

4.2.1 Animal Studies

Rats were used as the model system for the *in vivo* portion of this work. Using the Dialysis produces described previously, rat erythrocytes were loaded with sensor 11 and resuspended in 1x PBS to 50% hematocrit for injection. It was proposed that an injection of sensor loaded erythrocytes would provide a steady signal over time, as opposed to an injection of free dye in solution, which would be quickly cleared from serum. If persistent and steady signal could be achieved, serum conditions could be modulated to induce changes in pH which could be observed by fluorescence with the instrument designed by collaborators Meissner and Ritter.

Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and a catheter was inserted into the jugular vein. A small portion of the abdomen was shaved and
the the probe head of the instrument was immobilized over the shaved skin. A 200 µL injection of either aqueous sensor 11 at 250 µM, or erythrocytes loaded with sensor 11 at an assumed concentration of 125 µM on the erythrocyte interior was performed, followed by an injection of 100 µL heparin. Fluorescence intensity from the injection was collected at the probe head, and processed by software written by Meissner and Ritter.

With reasonable assurance that 11 was loaded into erythrocytes using the dialysis loading procedure, in vivo experiments were performed on anesthetized rats, Figures 4.16, 4.17. The injection of erythrocytes loaded with 11 into an animal model was expected to give an initial rise in fluorescence as the dye diffuses into the vascular system, followed by an exponential decay as it is cleared from circulation.

\[ N(t) = N_0 e^{-\lambda t} \]  

It was expected that after initial injection of the sensor loaded erythrocytes fluorescence signal detected would spike substantially, and then begin to decay much more slowly than the free dye. Erythrocytes successfully loaded with sensor 11, if healthy enough to preclude clearance by the spleen would provide a decay in fluorescence at a substantially slower rate than signal from an aqueous injections of 11 used as a control experiment. Signal decay was expected to follow an exponential decay equation, Figure 4.15, Equation 4.1.

In exponential decay curves initial intensity decays at an exponential rate, and can be described through a time constant (τ), which is the reciprocal of the rate constant for the decay of the signal. So for the generic decay function described in Figure 4.15, which has a rate constant of .05 s\(^{-1}\), τ is 20 s.
Figure 4.15: A generic exponential decay curve.

Figure 4.16 describes a time course experiment where aqueous 11 was injected into a subject rat, and allowed to clear, followed by an injection of erythrocytes loaded with sensor 11. A similar experiment in reverse order is described in Figure 4.17. *In vivo* experiments were performed in this manner due in part to the potential difference in serum clearance rates between individual animals. Clearance rates for both aqueous 11 and 11 loaded into erythrocytes were then fit to a double exponential decay curve to approximate signal retention *in vivo*.

Fits of the collected data indicate that signal from erythrocytes loaded with sensor 11 was retained for roughly double the amount of time as signal from aqueous 11 injected in buffer, in at least one animal, in another animal the time constants of both injections are relatively close in value, while in the remaining two animals, the time constant for the injection of aqueous 11 indicates longer retention of signal than observed in the erythrocyte injections. Overall a few trends are observable, the first injection into the animal always provided longer time constants, in some cases
Figure 4.16: A - Injection of free 11, B - Injection of 11 loaded into Erythrocytes. Significantly longer. Also in rats where erythrocytes carrying 11 were injected first, the time constants for both injections were significantly closer in value than when injection order was reversed.

The data collected from these experiments indicates that the loading procedures used produce erythrocytes that are most likely cleared quickly by the spleen. Additionally, as sensor 11 is too red to be observed on the fluorescent microscopes available for this work, and controls to determine loading efficiency could not be elucidated, the quantity of 11 trapped inside the injected erythrocytes remains an unknown variable.

It is also unclear whether the loaded erythrocytes were healthy enough to pass through the spleen without triggering clearance mechanisms. Some evidence from SEM images obtained of loaded cells indicates that the erythrocytes are not presenting uniform morphology post-loading, which may indicate that are not healthy enough
Figure 4.17: A - Injection of 11 loaded into Erythrocytes, B - Injection of free 11.

to be maintained in circulation, Figure 4.18. The mixture of apparently morphologically normal, toroidal erythrocytes, alongside semi-spherical, and spiny erythrocytes indicates that loading may damage the cells, it also solicits the potential that effects of the dialysis may not be uniform. Spiny shaped erythrocytes are indicative of exposure to hyper osmotic conditions, causing the cell to contract significantly, this is not unexpected, considering that resealing of the erythrocytes requires addition of a hyper-osmotic solution to reestablish iso-osmotic conditions.

The resealing step is allowed to stir for an extended time to allow for mixing between the two dialysis chambers. The presence of erythrocytes that appear to have been isolated from a hyper-osmotic environment indicates that mixing between the two chambers may not be occurring rapidly enough to equilibrate over the course of the resealing, or that the high hematocrit solution within the dialysis chamber are
Time Constants for Signal Decay Following Injection Into Rat Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aqueous $^{11}$</th>
<th>Erythrocyte Loaded $^{11}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rat 1 – Erythrocytes First</td>
<td>4063 s</td>
<td>8848 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat 2 – Erythrocytes First</td>
<td>3269 s</td>
<td>4000 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat 3 – Free Dye First</td>
<td>14816 s</td>
<td>7914 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat 4 – Free Dye First</td>
<td>17803 s</td>
<td>5766 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average $\tau$</td>
<td>$9987 s +/- 7407 s$</td>
<td>$6632 s +/- 2178 s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Time Constants for injections of free, aqueous $^{11}$, and injections of erythrocytes loaded with $^{11}$.

not being uniformly exposed to the changes in osmotic pressure.

4.2.2 Future Work

This project has challenges to both the physiology and chemistry aspects of this work. There are however, plenty of experimental avenues to pursue to address the challenges met. Working with rat and horse erythrocytes might be one source of complications in the issues encountered with hypo-osmotic loading. The only directly correlative work published prior to this involved encapsulation of ICG into human, rhesus macaque, and rabbit erythrocytes, wherein work performed here was either with rat, or horse erythrocytes, used for both cost and safety concerns [101]. Further, exploration of erythrocyte loading procedures beyond those currently utilized may be advantageous. Drug delivery system research has pursued the use of erythrocytes, or erythrocyte mimics as delivery mechanisms for quiet some time, with mixed results.
Designing a glucose sensor with applicable properties for use in vivo presents a unique set of challenges, and the approach taken here was to address solubility in aqueous systems, and emission and excitation wavelengths. Compounds designed and proposed herein provide rudimentary solutions to excitation and emission challenges in vivo, and the solubility issues usually associated with large highly conjugated fluorophores. However, synthetically it appears unclear whether the precursor compound 10 is synthetically amenable to the conceivable chemistry necessary to append two boronic acids to it in a manner capable of providing fluorescence changes similar to those observed in this work.

Another potential route to constructing a successful erythrosensor could be to pursue a bioconjugate approach. Tethering fluorophores or similar small molecules to proteins is well established, but can be difficult to achieve with strict selectivity if attempted in vivo [103]. This selectively concern can be addressed through the use of engineered proteins expressing selective tags for specific chemical functional groups [104, 81]. Conveniently, erythrocytes can be cultured, and modified ex vivo.

Figure 4.18: SEM Images of Erythrocytes following hypo-osmotic loading of 11. [102].
making much of this work, relatively accessible, if literature is to be taken at face value [83, 105].
Appendix A

Experimental Procedures and Characterization Data

A.1 Experimental Procedures

**General Procedures:** Solvents were purchased from either Acros or Sigma Aldrich and used as is, with the exception of Acetonitrile and TEA were distilled over calcium hydride before use. Reagents were purchased from either Acros or Sigma Aldrich with the following exceptions: all reagents containing boron were purchased from Combi-Blocks (San Diego, CA), and compound 10 was purchased and used as is from FEW Chemicals (Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Germany). Reactions were monitored by absorbance spectroscopy for shifts in major absorbance bands to determine reaction progress and completion. Products were purified via preparative scale HPLC. Purity was determined by H- and C-NMR spectroscopy along with High Resolution Mass Spectrometry (COSMIC Facility, Old Dominion University).
**HPLC Procedures:** A Varian Prostar 335 detector with 2 Varian Prepstar 218 pumps, equipped with a 19x300mm Waters Nova-Pak C18 column was used for HPLC all HPLC purifications. All purifications were performed starting at 99% H$_2$O:1%ACN running either an approximately 1%/minute gradient to 70% H$_2$O:30%ACN, or a 1%/minute gradient to 69% H$_2$O:31%ACN over 30 minutes. Full absorbance spectrum was used to identify elutions for isolation.

**Titrations:** All titrations were performed in 165 mM Phosphate Buffered Saline (Cold Spring Harbor Protocol). Solid compound isolated from the HPLC was dissolved in neutral PBS and diluted to desired concentrations and pHs. pK$_a$ titrations were performed by modulating pH via aliquots of 1 M NaOH or 1 M HCl. Sugar binding titrations were performed by formulating Sensor solutions in buffer, at the desired concentrations. Analyte solutions were prepared using the sensor solution so that the overall sensor concentration remains constant throughout the titration.

**pK$_a$ Determination:** Fluorescence Intensity measurements, correlated to the pH of the buffer at which they were collected were plotted and fit against Equation A.1. Where FLInt$_{min}$ and FLInt$_{max}$ were minimum and maximum fluorescence intensity values, respectively, and the Hill Coefficient is a function describing cooperativity of interaction, or the velocity at which the slope of the sigmoid changes.

$$y = FLInt_{Min} + \frac{FLInt_{Min} - FLInt_{Max}}{1 + \frac{x}{pK_a} - HillCoefficient}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

**Binding Constant Determination:** Fluorescence Intensity measurements were scaled to the fluorescence intensity of the Sensor solution, and reported as I/I$_0$ (Intensity/Original Intensity). Data fits were determined using I/I$_0$ so that the the fitted equation describing the binding isotherm passes through the origin. Fluorescence
collected from additions of the Analyte solution were normalized and fit to Equation
A.2. Where $B_{\text{Max}}$ describes the maximum fluorescence intensity, and the saturation
of the sensor, while $K_d$ describes the half saturation of the sensor.

$$y = \frac{B_{\text{Max}} \times x}{K_d + x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

**Exponential Decay Determination:** Fluorescence signal in *in vivo* experiments were fit to a double exponential decay, A.3.

$$y = \text{plateau} + \text{SpanFast} \times \exp(-K_{\text{Fast}} \times x) + \text{SpanSlow} \times \exp(-K_{\text{Slow}} \times x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

Span Operators refer to Y-value ranges of the total decay, A.4.

$$\text{SpanFast} = (\text{InitialIntensity} - \text{Plateau}) \times (\text{PercentFast})$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

$$\text{SpanSlow} = (\text{InitialIntensity} - \text{Plateau}) \times (1 - \text{PercentFast})$$

Initial intensity was determined arbitrarily following initial transients, and once
the fluorescence intensity signal started to display an exponential decay. Plateau was
assumed to be zero, representing complete decay of signal.

**Animal Studies:** Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized with isoflu-
orane and a catheter was inserted into the jugular vein. A small portion of the ab-
domen was shaved and the the probe head of the instrument was immobilized over
the shaved skin. A 200 $\mu$L injection of either aqueous dye at 250 $\mu$M, or dye loaded
erthrocytes at an assumed concentration of 125 $\mu$M on the erythrocyte interior was
performed, followed by an injection of 100 µL heparin. Fluorescence intensity from the injection was collected at the probe head, and processed by software written by Meissner and Ritter.

**Instruments:** 

- ¹H-NMR and ¹³C-NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker Avance III 500 MHz, or a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz. High Resolution mass spectra for characterization were performed by COSMIC at Old Dominion University on a Bruker Apex-Qe. Low Resolution mass spectra for reaction monitoring was performed on a Thermo LCQ Deca XP. Absorbance measurements were performed on a Cary-Win 100 Spectrophotometer, and near-IR fluorescence measurements were performed on a Horiba Fluorolog-3 using an InGaAs detector. Slit widths for both excitation and emission were set to 15nm. All centrifugations were performed on a TOMY MX150.

**Erythrocyte Isolation and Washing**

Fresh whole blood pooled from male Sprague-Dawley rats, purchased from either Hemostat Laboratories or Biochemed Services was diluted approximately 1:1 in 165 mM (1x) PBS in a centrifuge tube and pelleted at 2,500 rpm for 8 minutes at 4 °C. Supernatant was removed and pelleted cells were resuspended in PBS at approximately 5 - 10:1 dilution factor. This process was repeated twice. After the third wash, pelleted erythrocytes were then used directly in erythrocyte loading procedures. Following erythrocyte loading, similar washing steps were performed. Erythrocytes recovered from loading procedures were suspended in PBS, and centrifuged at 2,500 rpm at 4 °C for 8 minutes. The supernatant was removed and pelleted erythrocytes were resuspended in PBS and centrifuged again under the same conditions. This process was repeated a third time, and pelleted erythrocytes were used in experimental procedures.
A.2 Compound Characterization

Synthesis of IR-823-N-Methylpiperazine (11). In a flame dried, \( \text{N}_2 \) flushed flask with stirbar, IR-823 (45 mg, 0.042 mmol), and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-palladium(0) (5 mg, 0.004 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF (6 mL). 1-Methylpiperazine (0.2 ml, 1.8 mmol) was added via syringe, and the reaction was set to stir at 60 °C overnight. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the crude material was redissolved in DI \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and purified by HPLC with a gradient of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{Acetonitrile} \). Fractions were collected based on absorbance and condensed to afford a glossy blue/gold solid (21 mg, 42%). \(^1\)H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): \( \delta = 1.89 \) \( (t, 2\text{H}, J = 6.0 \text{ Hz}) \), 1.99 \( (m, 12\text{H}) \), 2.02 \( (s, 12\text{H}) \), 2.54 \( (s, 3\text{H}) \), 2.61 \( (t, 4\text{H}, J = 6.5 \text{ Hz}) \), 2.68 \( (br, 4\text{H}) \), 2.92 \( (t, 4\text{H}, J = 7 \text{ Hz}) \), 2.99 \( (br, 4\text{H}) \), 3.87 \( (br, 4\text{H}) \), 4.21 \( (t, 4\text{H}, J = 7 \text{ Hz}) \), 6.11 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 14 \text{ Hz}) \), 7.63 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}) \), 7.92 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 13.5 \text{ Hz}) \), 7.99 \( (dd, 2\text{H}, J = 9.0, 1.5 \text{ Hz}) \), 8.06 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}) \), 8.28 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 9.0 \text{ Hz}) \), 8.40 \( (d, 2\text{H}, J = 1.5 \text{ Hz}) \). \(^{13}\)C-NMR (125 MHz, MeOD): \( \delta = 23.0, 23.6, 26.0, 27.3, 28.8, 44.6, 44.7, 46.2, 51.3, 51.9, 55.0, 57.6, 98.1, 112.8, 123.6, 125.8, 126.8, 128.5, 130.0, 131.7, 132.6, 133.8, 141.8, 142.7, 143.0, 172.5 \). HRMS (ESI-) Calcd for [M - 2Na⁺]: 535.1460, found: 535.1458.
Compound 11 H-NMR 500 MHz MeOD

Compound 11 C-NMR 125MHz MeOD
Synthesis of IR-823-N-Trimethylethylenediamine (12). In a flame dried, N₂ flushed flask with stirbar, IR-823 (40 mg, 0.037 mmol), and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (6 mg, 0.005 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF. Trimethylethylenediamine (0.05 ml, 0.384 mmol) was added via syringe. Reaction was set to stir in oil bath at 70 °C. After 30 minutes an aliquot of the reaction was removed and diluted in neutral PBS, and the absorbance was scanned, indicating consumption of starting material. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the crude material was redissolved in DI H₂O and purified by HPLC with a gradient of H₂O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance and condensed to afford a matte blue solid (30 mg, 70%). ¹H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): δ = 1.96 (m, 5H), 2.00 (s, 12H), 2.05 (m, 4H), 2.64 (t, 4H, J = 6.0 Hz), 2.92 (m, 10H), 3.35 (s, 6H), 3.46 (s, 3H), 4.03 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 4.27 (t, 4H, J = 3.0 Hz), 6.2 (d, 2H, J = 13.5 Hz), 7.64 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.85 (d, 2H, J = 13.5 Hz), 8.0 (dd, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz, J = 1.5 Hz), 8.08 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.28 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz), 8.42 (d, 2H, J = 1.5 Hz). ¹³C-NMR (125 MHz, MeOD): δ = 22.9, 23.0, 23.7, 23.8, 27.1, 28.82, 29.4, 44.2, 45.7, 50.8, 52.0, 58.0, 96.3, 112.5, 123.4, 125.7, 128.5, 130.2, 131.3, 132.5, 133.1, 141.4, 141.6, 143.2, 171.2, 176.8. HRMS (ESI-) Calcd for [M - 2Na+]: 527.6405, found: 527.6403.
**Synthesis of IR-823-Piperidine (13).** In a flame dried, N\textsubscript{2} flushed flask with stirbar, IR-823 (32 mg, 0.03 mmol), and tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (5 mg, 0.004 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF (6 ml). Piperidine (0.1 ml, 1.01 mmol) was added via syringe, and the reaction was set to stir at 75\degree C. After stirring for 3 hours an aliquot of the reaction was removed and diluted in neutral PBS, and the absorbance was scanned, indicating complete consumption of starting material. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the crude material redissolved in DI H\textsubscript{2}O and purified by HPLC with a gradient of H\textsubscript{2}O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance and condensed to afford a matte blue solid (19.6 mg, 59%). \textsuperscript{1}H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): \(\delta = 1.30\) (t, 2H, \(J = 7.0\) Hz), 1.78 (br, 3H), 1.90 (tt, 4H, \(J = 6.5\) Hz, \(J = 6.5\) Hz), 2.0 (br, 32H), 2.60 (t, 4H, \(J = 7.0\) Hz), 2.92 (t, 4H, \(J = 7.0\) Hz), 3.12 (t, 2H, \(J = 5.5\) Hz), 3.92 (br, 4H), 4.14 (br, 4H), 6.02 (d, 2H, \(J = 13\) Hz), 7.80 (d, 2H, \(J = 17.0\) Hz), 7.96 (dd, 2H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz, \(J = 1.5\) Hz), 8.03 (d, 2H, \(J = 9.0\) Hz), 8.26 (d, 2H, \(J = 9.0\) Hz), 8.38 (d, 2H, \(J = 1.5\) Hz). \textsuperscript{13}C-NMR (125 MHz, MeOD): \(\delta = 23.0, 23.5, 28.9, 44.4, 44.6, 45.8, 51.6, 51.9, 56.8, 99.5, 113.0, 123.5, 125.9, 127.4, 128.5, 130.0, 131.9, 132.7, 134.2, 142.1, 142. 8, 143.4, 173.6. HRMS (ESI-) Calcd for [M - 2Na\textsuperscript{+}]: 536.1538, found: 536.1537.
Compound 13 H-NMR 500 MHz MeOD

Compound 13 C-NMR 125MHz MeOD
Synthesis of IR-823-4-Methylpiperazynl-Phenyl (14). In a 2 neck flask with condenser, IR-823 (30 mg, 0.028 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (4 mg, 0.003 mmol), tribasic potassium phosphate (30 mg, 0.141 mmol) and (4-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)phenyl)boronic acid (32 mg, 0.145 mmol) were dissolved in DI H₂O and the reaction was set to reflux. After 40 minutes an aliquot of the reaction was removed and diluted in neutral PBS, and it’s absorbance was scanned, indicating complete consumption of starting material. Reaction was condensed under reduced pressure and the crude material redissolved in DI H₂O and purified by HPLC with a gradient of H₂O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance and condensed to afford a green solid (16.6 mg, 49%). ¹H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): δ = 1.56 (s, 12H), 1.94 (br, 8H), 2.08 (t, 2H, J = 4.0 Hz), 2.78 (t, 4H, J = 5.5 Hz), 2.90 (t, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz), 2.97 (s, 3H), 3.47 (br, 4H), 3.65 (br, 4H), 4.21 (br, 4H), 6.28 (d, 2H, J = 14.0 Hz), 7.23 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.35 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.46 (d, 2H, J = 14.0 Hz), 7.63 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.96 (dd, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz, J = 1.5 Hz), 8.057 (m, 4H), 8.04 (d, 2H, 1.0 Hz). ¹³C-NMR (125 MHz, 1:1 MeOD:H₂O): δ 22.3, 23.2, 25.6, 27.19, 27.6, 44.0, 44.8, 51.4, 51.7, 54.7, 100.7, 113.0, 117.9, 123.7, 125.4, 128.4, 129.6, 131.7, 131.9, 132.4, 132.8, 133.7, 134.0, 141.0, 142.4, 148.6, 151.2, 163.6, 170.9, 174.2. HRMS (ESI+) Calcd for [M + 1Na+, 1H+]: 608.1491, found: 608.1491.
Synthesis of IR-823-Piperazine (44) In a flame dried N₂ flushed flask with stirbar IR-823 (35 mg, 0.033 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (6 mg, 0.005 mmol), and piperazine (20 mg, 0.232 mmol) were dissolved in dry DMF (5 mL) and set to stir in an oil bath at 65°C. After 7 hours the reaction was removed from heat and condensed under reduced pressure. The crude material was redissolved in DI H₂O and purified by HPLC with a H₂O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance to afford a matte blue solid (18.7 mg, 51%). ¹H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): δ = 2.0 (s, 12H), 2.03 (m, 10H), 2.62 (t, 4H, J = 6.5 Hz), 2.92 (t, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 3.87 (br, 4H), 4.22 (t, 4H, J = 7 Hz), 6.14 (d, 2H, J = 13.5 Hz), 7.63 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz), 7.92 (d, 2H, J = 13.5 Hz), 8.00 (dd, 2H, J = 9 Hz, 1.5 Hz), 8.07 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz), 8.25 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz), 8.42 (d 2H, 1.5 Hz). HRMS (ESI-) Calcd for [M - 2Na+]: 528.1382, found: 528.1381.
Synthesis of IR-823-Piperazynlbenzyl boronic acid (45) In a flask with stirbar, crude 44 (18.7 mg, 0.016 mmol) was dissolved in 1:3:3 H$_2$O, acetonitrile and methanol, (7 ml). (2-(bromomethyl)phenyl)boronic acid (40 mg, 0.186 mmol) and tribasic potassium phosphate (40 mg, 0.188 mmol) were added, and the reaction was set to stir at 85°C overnight under N$_2$ atmosphere. The reaction was condensed under reduced pressure and the crude material was redissolved in H$_2$O and subjected to HPLC purification on a gradient of H$_2$O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance to afford a matte green solid (11.8 mg, 29% over 2 steps). $^1$H-NMR (600 MHz, MeOD): $\delta$ = 1.98 (m, 10H), 2.05 (s, 12H), 2.62 (t, 4H, $J$ = 6.6 Hz), 2.91 (t, 4H, $J$ = 7.2), 3.03 (br, 4H), 3.91 (br, 4H), 4.04 (s, 2H), 4.21 (t, 4H, $J$ = 7.5), 6.12 (d, 2H, $J$ = 13.2), 7.34 (m, 3H), 7.62 (br, 1H), 7.63 (d, 2H, $J$ = 9.0 Hz), 7.94 (d, 2H, $J$ = 13.8 Hz), 8.01 (dd, 2H, $J$ = 9.0 Hz, $J$ = 1.8 Hz), 8.07 (d, 2H, $J$ = 9.6 Hz), 8.31 (d, 2H, $J$ = 9.0 Hz), 8.41 (d, 2H, $J$ = 1.8 Hz) $^{13}$C-NMR (150 MHz, MeOD): $\delta$ = 23.0, 23.2, 23.5, 23.7, 26.0, 27.2, 29.0, 44.33, 51.2, 51.9, 54.4, 55.1, 97.9, 112.8 123.5, 125.8, 126.6, 128.2, 128.5, 130.1, 131.6, 132.6, 133.7, 141.7, 142.0, 142.5, 143.0, 172.2, 173.8, 178.9. HRMS (ESI-) Calcd for [M - 2Na+]: 595.1652, found: 595.1654.
Compound 45 H-NMR 600 MHz MeOD

Current Data Parameters
NAME     npc201504284178
EXPNO                 1
PROCNO                1
F2 - Acquisition Parameters
Date_          20150428
Time              19.45
INSTRUM           spect
PROBHD   5 mm CPTCI 1H/3C
PULPROG            zg30
TD                65536
SOLVENT            MeOD
NS                   16
DS                    2
SWH           12019.230 Hz
FIDRES         0.183399 Hz
AQ            2.7262976 sec
RG                32.25
DW               41.600 usec
DE                30.00 usec
TE                289.3 K
D1           1.00000000 sec
TD0                   1
======== CHANNEL f1 ========
SFO1        599.6637031 MHz
NUC1                 1H
P1                 8.00 usec
PLW1         6.30959988 W

F2 - Processing parameters
SI                65536
SF          599.6600114 MHz
WDW                  EM
SSB      0
LB                 0.30 Hz
GB       0
PC                 1.00

Compounds:

\[
\text{NaO}_3\text{SO}_3^-
\]

ppm:

\[
\begin{align*}
23.01 & \quad 23.24 & \quad 23.57 & \quad 23.65 & \quad 25.96 & \quad 27.17 & \quad 28.97 & \quad 44.33 & \quad 48.57 & \quad 48.72 & \quad 48.86 & \quad 49.00 & \quad 49.14 & \quad 49.28 & \quad 49.43 & \quad 51.19 & \quad 51.91 & \quad 54.38 & \quad 55.08 & \quad 97.93 & \quad 112.80 & \quad 123.51 & \quad 125.75 & \quad 126.61 & \quad 128.20 & \quad 128.49 & \quad 130.05 & \quad 131.60 & \quad 132.60 & \quad 133.74 & \quad 141.67 & \quad 142.00 & \quad 142.51 & \quad 143.00 & \quad 172.25 & \quad 173.76 & \quad 178.91
\end{align*}
\]

---

Compound 45 C-NMR 150 MHz MeOD

Current Data Parameters
NAME     npc201504284178
EXPNO                 2
PROCNO                1
F2 - Acquisition Parameters
Date_          20150429
Time               7.57
INSTRUM           spect
PROBHD   5 mm CPTCI 1H/3C
PULPROG          zgpg30
TD                65536
SOLVENT            MeOD
NS                15251
DS                    4
SWH           42613.637 Hz
FIDRES         0.650232 Hz
AQ            0.7689557 sec
RG               188.21
DW               11.733 usec
DE                20.00 usec
TE                289.4 K
D1           2.00000000 sec
D11          0.03000000 sec
TD0                   1
======== CHANNEL f1 ========
SFO1        150.8012132 MHz
NUC1                13C
P1                12.00 usec
PLW1        94.00000000 W

F2 - Processing parameters
SI                32768
SF          150.7844160 MHz
WDW                  EM
SSB      0
LB                 1.00 Hz
GB       0
PC                 1.40

Compounds:

\[
\text{NaO}_3\text{SO}_3^-
\]

ppm:

\[
\begin{align*}
96
\end{align*}
\]
Synthesis of IR-823-Piperazynl-fluoro-benzylphenyl boronic acid (46)

In a flask with stirbar, crude 44 directly from the HPLC was dissolved in 1:3:3 H$_2$O, acetonitrile and methanol (7 ml). (2-(bromomethyl)-5-fluorophenyl)boronic acid (25 mg, 0.107 mmol), and tribasic potassium phosphate (40 mg, 0.188 mmol) were added. The reaction was set to stir at room temperature overnight under N$_2$ atmosphere. The reaction was condensed under reduced pressure and the crude material was redissolved in DI H$_2$O and subjected to HPLC purification. Fractions were collected based on absorbance and condensed to afford a matte green solid (7.1 mg, 22% over 2 steps).

$^1$H-NMR (600 MHz, MeOD): $\delta = 1.89$ (m, 2H), 1.99 (m, 20H), 2.61 (t, 4H, $J = 6.6$ Hz), 2.91 (t, 4H, $J = 7.2$), 2.96 (br, 1H), 3.03 (br, 3H), 3.83 (t, 1H, $J = 4.2$), 3.93 (br, 3H), 3.99 (s, .5H) 4.02 (s, 1.5H) 4.2 (t, 4H, $J = 6.9$), 6.11 (d, 2H, $J = 13.2$ Hz), 6.91 (m, .25H), 6.98 (m, .25H), 7.04 (t, .75H, $J = 8.4$ Hz, $J = 2.0$ Hz), 7.10 (dd, .25H, $J = 9.0$ Hz, $J = 3.0$ Hz), 7.15 (dd, .75H, $J = 10.2$ Hz, $J = 1.8$ Hz), 7.54 (br, .75H), 7.62 (m, 2H), 7.94 (m, 2H), 8.02 (m, 2H), 8.03 (d, 2H, $J = 9.0$), 8.30 (d, 2H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 8.14 (d, 2H, $J = 1.8$).
Compound 46 H-NMR 600 MHz MeOD

Current Data Parameters
NAME: npc201603055084
EXPERIM 1
F2 - Acquisition Parameters
Data_ 20160305
Time 13:16
PROCESS 5 mm CPTCI 1H
PULPROG zg30
TD 65536
SOLVENT MeOD
NS 16
DS 2
SWH 12019.230 Hz
FIDRES 0.183399 Hz
AQ 2.7262976 sec
RG 68.88
DW 41.600 usec
DE 30.00 usec
TE 298.0 K
D1 1.00000000 sec
======== CHANNEL f1 ========
SFO1 599.6637031 MHz
NUC1 1H
P1 8.35 usec
PLW1 6.30959988 W
F2 - Processing parameters
SI 65536
SF 599.6600114 MHz
WDW EM
SSB 0
LB 0.30 Hz
GB 0
PC 1.00

--------------- CHANNEL f1 -----------
DF01 599.443703 MHz
F01 0.24 usec
PL01 6.20450088 W
F2 - Processing parameters
SI 65536
SF 599.6600114 MHz
NEW 0
LB 0.20 Hz
GB 0
PC 1.00
Synthesis of IR-823-Phenylethylene (18) In a flame dried, N\textsubscript{2} flushed flask with stirbar, IR-823 (40 mg, 0.037 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (6 mg, 0.005 mmol), and copper iodide (8 mg, 0.04 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF. Triethylamine (0.05 ml, 0.384 mmol) and phenylacetylene (0.2 ml, 1.8 mmol) were added via syringe. The reaction was set to stir in oil bath at 70 °C. After 2 hours an absorbance check of reaction aliquot indicated consumption of starting material. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the crude material was redissolved in H\textsubscript{2}O and purified by HPLC with a gradient of H\textsubscript{2}O/Acetonitrile. Fractions were collected based on absorbance to afford a green gold solid as the 2 Na\textsuperscript{+} 1 TEAH\textsuperscript{+} species (7 mg, 16%). \textsuperscript{1}H-NMR (500 MHz, MeOD): \(\delta = 2.0 (m, 12H), 2.06 (s, 12H), 2.78(t, 4H, J = 6 \text{ Hz}), 2.93 (t, 4H, J = 7 \text{ Hz}), 4.33 (t, 4H, J = 7 \text{ Hz}) 6.44 (d, 2H, J = 14 \text{ Hz}), 7.64 (tt, 1H, J = 7.5 \text{ Hz}, J = 1.5 \text{ Hz}), 7.68 (ddd, 2H, J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}, J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}, J = 1.5 \text{ Hz}), 7.72 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 \text{ Hz}), 7.84 (dd, 2H, J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}, J = 1.5 \text{ Hz}), 8.02 (dd, 2H, J = 9.0 \text{ Hz}, J = 2 \text{ Hz}), 8.11 (d, 2H J = 9 \text{ Hz}), 8.26 (d, 2H J = 8.5 \text{ Hz}), 8.44 (d, 2H, J = 2 \text{ Hz}), 8.70 (d, 2H, J = 14 \text{ Hz}).\) \textsuperscript{13}C-NMR (125 MHz, MeOD): \(\delta = 22.02, 23.7, 25.6, 27.5, 28.2, 45.1, 51.8, 52.3, 86.1, 102.1, 104.3, 113.7, 123.3, 123.8, 126.1, 128.5, 129.9, 130.4, 131.0, 132.3, 132.9, 134.7, 135.0, 142.4, 142.5, 146.3, 174.6.\)
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